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Kentucky
vies for
deadly
disease
laboratory

Soapbox
racer's theft
investigated
Staff Report
The theft of a soapbox derby vehicle is being
investigated by the Murray Police Department, which
is seeking the public's assistance.
The Murray Rotary Club is offering a $100 reward
for information leading to the release of the vehicle.
According to information from Murray Police, the
vehicle, a red-and-white soapbox racer with a sailboat
painted on its side, was apparently stolen from L.P.
Miller Street on April 24.
Anyone with information regarding the crime is
urged to contact MPD Det. David Howe at 753-1621.
Anyone who wishes to remain anonymous can call
Crimestoppers at 753-9500.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
dozen states including Kentucky
are competing intensely to play
host to a government research
lab full of killer germs like
anthrax, avian flu and foot-andmouth disease — a prospect
some of their residents want to
avoid like- the plague.
The states are bidding for a
proposed 520,000-square-foot
National Bio- and Agro-Defense
Facility that will cost at least
$450 million to build. It would
replace an aging, smaller lab at
Plum Island, N.Y., where security lapses after the 2001 terrorist
attacks drew scrutiny from
Congress and government
ERIC WALKEFVLedger & Times investigators.
Regional Special Events
The Homeland Security
Survivors, team captains and committee members walked the last lap at the
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for
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facility promises at
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Department
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Murray
2007
the
of
close
Center Saturday morning to mark the
least 300 lab-related jobs, and
more in construction. Congress
provided money for the $47 million design and architecture, but
no money has been appropriated
yet for construction or operations.
States' written bids have not
been made public. However,
they were required to make
need," she said following the cereBy ERIC WALKER
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available at least 30 acres of
mony. *There's a need for research
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Initial totals added together and this
t has said it
governmen
The
announced during Saturday morn- through," Hodge added.
Starting Friday night and run- would take into account offers
presented
were
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Several
ing's closing ceremony were
ning until around 7 a.m. Saturday, of roads, cheap water supplies
$201,705.44 raised for the llth during the closing ceremony, such this year's Relay for Life was
and discounted utilities, and
annual event here. Last year marked as most money raised, best campsite moved from its usual home of states are dangling their premier
spirit.
another banner year with more than and most team
Stadium to the Regional scientific expertise and commuTop money-raisers were Kirksey Stewart
$233,000 raised immediately folSpecial Events Center, due to turf nity treasures as bait.
(non-corChurch
Methodist
United
lowing the 2006 Relay.
renovation work at the stadium.
"Protecting human life and
Additional money will pour in porate single team), Pella Corp.
An impromptu poll during the our livestock and food supply is
Shemwell
Tiffany
team).
(corporate
for the next few months to add to
closing ceremonies showed about a important to society and we
the 2007 total, according to local (individual), Alpha Omicron Pi 50-50 split between participants want to be a part of that," said
(university student team), and youth
Relay chair Kathy Hodge.
who enjoyed the RSEC venue and Harold Timboe, a university
Hodge said it marked another team (First United Methodist those who enjoyed being out in the researcher in San Antonio who
year Murray and Calloway County Church). Together, they raised more open at Stewart Stadium.
is leading the city's effort. San
has surpassed the $200,000 mark. than $26,000.
the
to
change
Antonio is offering three sites
the
said
Hodge
McKinney Insurance was also
which she said was an amazing feat.
a challenge, but one that officials will visit today and
was
RSEC
multiate
non-corpor
"This is the eleventh one and the noted as top
Tuesday.
thing that continues to amaze me is team fundraiser with their $19,448
Besides Texas, which has a
that the community still sees the raised.
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total of four sites in contention,
states bidding for the site are
California, Georgia, Kansas,
Maryland,
Oklahoma,
Mississippi. Missouri, North
Wisconsin.
and
Carolina
Georgia. Kansas and Mississippi
are offering two sites each,
while Kentucky and Tennessee
are working together for one site
in south-central Kentucky.
In June, officials will narrow
down their options to three to
five sites. The winner should be
announced in October 2008,
with the lab operating by 2014.
Pockets of opposition have
emerged in some states.
The Dunn, Wis., Town
Board, the Dane, Wis., County
Board of Supervisors and the
Tracy, Calif.. City Council voted
to oppose the sites proposed for
their communities.
The Wisconsin bid has drawn
the ire of patent lawyer George
Corrigan. who is concerned
about pathogens finding their
way into the community near a
Lake Kegonsa home he owns.
The rural area just outside
many
includes
Madison
TOM BERRY Ledger & Times landowners who have bought
preserve
iced items at scores of homes development rights to
Crowds of treasure hunters buzzed around tables filled with bargain-pr
City-wide
Commerce
of
Chamber
around Murray Saturday during the annual Murray-Calloway County

Relay '07 brings in another
$200,000-plus fund effort

Photo provided

The soapbox racer taken from L.P. Miller Street is
shown above. A reward is being offered by the
Murray Rotary Club.
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10-year-old dies
in Paducah
motorcycle race BARGAIN HUNTERS
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A 10-year-old western
Kentucky boy died after his motorcycle crashed into a
concrete wall during an amateur race.
Ethan Gillim crashed Saturday evening during the
second lap of a youth rake that was part of the
American Motorcyclist Association Southeast
Amateur Nationals at Paducah International Raceway.
He died of head, chest and abdominal injuries later
that night at a local hospital. McCracken County
Deputy Coroner Don Pitt said.
As Gillim was entering the turn, he apparently lost
control. Pitt said. The front end of the 85cc motorcycle started oscillating, and the bike took a sharp turn to
the right. He crashed head-on at high speed into the
retaining wall.
The McCracken County Sheriff's Department was
investigating the crash. Ethan's motorcycle was
impounded. and deputies talked to numerous witnesses. Sheriff Jon Hayden said.
The boy was wearing all the protective gear
required of racers, including a helmet, gloves, boots
and a leather racing suit with knee and shin pads and a
chest plate. Pitt said.
Gillim had raced on the track about four times
Saturday before the wreck occurred. Paducah
International Raceway Manager Jeff Bruhn. There
were five motorcycles in his last race, Bruhn said.
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Kirksey United Methodist
Church was named for noncorporate single team raising
the most money at Saturday
morning's Relay for Life
awards ceremony.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Representatives from teams for Pella Corp., left, and Bnggs &
Stratton, right, were honored for their corporate team fundraising. Briggs raised $14,333, and Pella raised $14,603. Pella
also won an award for best campsite.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & limes

McKinney Insurance was awarded for its fundraising efforts in the non-corporate multi-team
category. The group raised $19,448.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Tiffany Shemwell, left, and Carol Sims, right, were honored for
their individual fundraising. Sims raised $2,175 and Shemwell
raised $2,500.

University
Murray State
sorority Alpha Omicron Pi
was honored as top university student team fundraiser
with $3,825 raised. AOPi was
also recognized with the Last
Team Standing award.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
The youth of First United Methodist Church were awarded for most money raised by a youth
team with $5,143. The team also was honored for best non-corporate team campsite.
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Liberty Cumberland Presby1enan Church was awarded for most onginal on-site fundraiser and
best campsite sign

The Eighth Wonders were awarded for most team spirit dunng the awards ceremony Saturday
morning.

At Sirloin Stockade

We Love Teachers!
Sponsored By the Partnership for a Fit Kentucky
REACT Region Worksite Wellness Committee
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In recognition of your service throughout the year,
we are proud to offer all teachers s
complimentary dieser buffet. Please redeem with
card heeded out at your school
4 pip. Close Monday through Thereby.
No additional purchase is Necessary.
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KentuckylnBriet
Federal funds set to expire for
program to help jailed veterans

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Mason's
Chapel
United
Methodist Church was honored as "dream team" at
Saturday morning's Relay for
Life awards ceremony.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Teresa Burgess of Hazel
Baptist Church won the "hat
parade" award for her stylish
hat at Saturday's Relay
awards ceremony.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Murray-Calloway County Hospital was awarded the People's
Choice Award at Saturday morning's Relay for Life awards
ceremony.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — In less than two months, a program:
that helps jailed Kentucky veterans return to the community cook;
run out of federal money. The prospect has outraged the nonprofii:
.
operator and supporters of the program.
It makes no sense at all to kill a program that's been so successful," U.S. Rep. John Yarmuth, D-Louisville, told The (Louisville)
Courier-Journal. Yamiuth said he is pressing the U.S. Department.
of Labor to consider continuing funding for the Incarcerated
Veterans Transitional Program, a three-year pilot project operated in
Kentucky by the Volunteers of America in which funding is set to
expire June 30.
Started in 2004, seven pilot projects in five states had the goal of
preventing veterans from becoming homeless and returning to
prison by providing a range of services, from counseling, to buying
their first non prison clothes, to finding a job. Each project was fund- '
ed with an annual $250,000 grant.
Vietnam veteran Tommy Atherton, who got help from the program finding housing and medical care after his release from prison.
in February, said it's "a disgrace" to stop an effort that helps veterans who may have no alternative.
"The other option is a homeless shelter," said Atherton, 56, who
helps manage a residence for homeless men in Louisville. "That
would be a slap in the face to people who have served in the armed
forces."

Mountaintop mining becomes issue
in Kentucky governor's race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Warning sirens blare, followed
massive explosions that shake the earth and propel broken rockS•
skyward. Bulldozers rumble across parched ground, pushing dirt
and rock out as they go. Giant dump trucks ferry loads of car-size
boulders across the desert-like terrain.
Removing mountaintops in search of coal is a noisy, jarring_
process. But, until Harvard-educated lawyer Jonathan Miller entered
the governor's race, politicians seeking Kentucky's top job didn't
seem to notice.
-Whether or not this issue wins me votes or loses me votes, it's
the right thing," said Miller, a 39-year-old Democrat. "I want us to
bring people together to figure out how we can stop this practice of
blowing off the tops of mountains, basically destroying the countryside, and still find economically viable ways to mine coal."
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who is seeking a second term,
said mountaintop removal has actually been good for eastern
Kentucky because it has created flat land for building homes, factories and airports. One of his GOP challengers, Paducah businessman
Billy Harper, said he supports removing mountaintops to extracl.
coal because it's much safer than sending miners underground. '•
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The Murray Bank was honored with the best team
theme at this year's Relay for
Life awards ceremony.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Spring Creek Health
Care earned the /earn smart"
award.

•Relay '07

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Representatives with Murray Woman's Club Music
Department, left, and MSU School Relations, right, show an
award for 100% Participation.

•••

From Front
which everyone accepted.
"It was fun to watch the teams and see
what fundraisers they could come up with
inside, so that was new," she said. "It makes

you re-think everything."
But she praised the RSEC staff for their
work in preparing the arena for Relay for
Life and helping whenever there was a need.
"The RSEC staff was just phenomenal.
This is no small chore; we've been here a

long time and we've moved things around,
but no request was too big or too small"
Hodge added.
"We couldn't do this without (Murray
State University)."

Broadcast journalist delivers UK
commencement address
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Broadcast journalist, writer andi
activist Nick Clooney addressed University of Kentucky graduatet
Sunday at the university's 140th commencement. UK awarded
degrees to 6,389 graduates who completed their studies in May.
December 2006 and August 2006.
A member of the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame and Ohio
Television Hall of Fame, Clooney has worked as a reporter, anchor,
managing editor and news director positions at television stations in
Lexington, Cincinnati, Salt Lake City, Buffalo, and Los Angeles.
He also served as host of the American Movie Classics cable-TV
channel and most recently has been a regular columnist for the
Cincinnati Post and Kentucky Post.

ONLY $ 15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
(Or Hasn't Been in A Long Time)

es
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Dear Friend,
If you've ever thought
about going to a chiropractor but you've hesitated
because you weren't sure it
was right for you, please
read on...
My name is Dr. Jon
Wuest.
I have agreed to "give
away" to (anyone who asks
for it) $150 of my services
for only $15 — that's right.
$15.
In the years since I began
my practice, I've helped
hundreds of people feel better and live healthier, more
productive lives through
chiropractic care. And now
I'd like to introduce even
more Calloway County
residents to the many benefits our profession has to
offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help
you if you're suffering from
any of the following conditions:
• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of
energy
• Muscle spasms. sprains
& strains
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the vertebrae in your spine are out of
alignment because these
"misalignments" directly
affect your nervous system.
Fortunately, if you are
suffering from any of these
problems or similar afflictions right now, they may
be relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment (commonly called
adjustment).

So, if you've always wanted to "check out" chiropractic care and see what it
can do for you, now is the
best time to do so
because...
For 10 days only,$15 will
get you all the services I
normally charge new
patients more than $150
for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you
will receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said, I normally charge
$150 for this (most of
which just covers the full
set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer, you can come
in and find out for certain if
you need chiropsuctic care

and how it might help you
eliminate the pain you are
feeling.

Meet the Doctor
Before you come in,
though, you will probably
want to know a little bit
about me. So let me tell
you...
Aside from a stint in the
US Army and going away
to chiropractic college I
have resided in Calloway
County for the past 33
years. I have a wonderful
wife, Michelle, and three
terrific kids, Nicholas,
Maggie and Katelyn.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000, where I received
recognition for clinical proficiency as well as chiropractic radiological theory
and practice. I have done
post-graduate work in the
research and science of chiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing
with injuries and treatment
associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified
by the National Board of
Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Realty
Work?
Absolutely! Here are
some findings from studies
done by
chiropractors and orthopedic surgeons...

Harvard Medical School
Health Letter
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of
low back pain, which
affects
75
million
Americans, is superior to
the standard regimen
administered by medical
doctors", a major British
study has concluded.
"Chiropractic almost certainly confers worthwhile
long-term benefit in comparison with hospital outpatient management," said Dr.
T.W. Meade, a British medical doctor who headed the
study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic
For Back Pain — US
Agency For Health Care
Federal Medical Study
Policy and Research
December 8, 1994
A
panel of 23 doctors headed
by Dr. Stanley Bigos, M.D.,
professor of Orthopedic
Surgery, studied 3900 medical articles on low back
pain. Their conclusions
were that "chiropractor's
manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any
of the following: traction,
massage,
biofeedback,
acupuncture. injection of
steroids into the spine, back
corsets and ultrasound."
Would you like even more
proof that chiropractic
works? Then listen to these
comments from a few of
my patients...
Patient Success Stories
I suffered from low back
pain for over a year and
tried other doctors, treatments and medications
before coming to

Dr. Wuest. My back problem is now a thing of the
past. I have started walking
daily, and I wake up in the
morning without pain.
Sincerely -P. Rogers.

what chiropractic can do
for you, all you have to do
is call our office and set up
an appointment,
PHONE

(270)759-1945

Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5
Monday through Friday.
Tell the receptionist you
would like to come in for
the Special Introductory
Examination
,fay 8tn
through May len.
I expect to get flooded
with appointments for this
event, so please call as soon
as possible to assure that
you do not miss out.
Thank you very much,
and I look forward to trying
to help you get rid of your
When I first saw Dr. pain so
you can start living
Wuest I was walking with a healthier and more
promy upper body bent at a 45 ductive life.
degree angle to the left. Dr.
Sincerely,
Wuest told me that I had a
Dr. Jon Wuest
disc bulge and that he
thought he could help me.
Within 6 weeks I was
walking straight and pain Dr. Jon Wuest
free.
1313 Johnson Blvd.
Sincerely , -A. Nigl
Murray, Ky. 42071
Guarantee of Great Service
Obviously, I cannot guarantee results. No one can. Due to insurance regulaBut there is one guarantee I tions, Medicare and some
can give you, and that is a other insurance may be
guarantee to give my best excluded from this offer.
effort.
Plus, if! do not think I can Any further treatment shall
help you, I will tell you and be agreed upon in writing
and signed by both parties
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
You have the right to
Limited Time Offer
rescind
within seventy two
Obviously, with an offer
(72)
hours
any obligation to
like this, I cannot afford to
pay
for
services
performed
do it for very long. so I
in
addition
to
this
free or
picked May 8th through
discounted
service.
May 18th.
If you would like to take
me up on my offer to see
I started having dizzy
spells in 1988 after a car
wreck. I was diagnosed
with motion sickness and
pretty much told to live
with it. My symptoms had
gotten progressively worse
over the years and were
affecting every aspect of
my life.
I've been seeing Dr.
Wuest for 2 months now
and my dizzy spells are
gone. He has given me my
life back.
Sincerely, -D. Underhill
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Unchartered
territory
campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky. would have
More than a decade after
had the
Kentucky voters approved a
common
constitutional amendment
sense to
allowing, for the first time
know
(I.)
Kentucky
centuries.
two
in
it would
governors to be elected to a
look bad if
second consecutive term in
they were
much
office, we're very
caught and
feeling our way in how this
(2.) that
re-election process operates.
would
That's because the first
Agree Or theycaught.
be
Not
incumbent governor eligible
And
to seek re-election. DemocBy Todd Duvall
when they
rat Paul Patton, had only
Syndicated
were
token Republican opposition
Columnist
caught.
when he ran for a second
they actualterm in 1999.
Patton's successor, Repub- ly claimed there was nothing wrong. Then they said
lican Gov. Ernie Fletcher,
the campaign would pay
surely wishes he had Patpart of the travel costs
ton's luck. Fletcher has two
since the first of the year,
opponents trying to deny
which, of course, is an
him the GOP nomination in
admission that what they
this month's primary as
were doing was wrong, but
well as seven Democrats
eagerly seeking to deny him only wrong since Jan. 1.
It didn't take long for
a second term in November
Fletcher's chief opponent for
should Fletcher survive in
the GOP nomination, former
May to run again.
U.S. Rep. Anne Northup, to
So there is much
demand a full accounting of
uncharted territory being
Fletcher's travel and expenscovered in this year's
es.
gubernatorial election. And
We're not talking about a
Fletcher is stumbling a
huge amount of money
good deal over that territohere, and the embarrassment
ry.
to Fletcher is far more costTake, for example, the
ly than the cost to his camquestion of when the taxpaign of paying all of his
payers should pay Fletcher's
travel expenses.
travel expenses in this elecStumbling over uncharted
tion year as opposed to his
political territory.
political campaign.
So it will be necessary
He's been crisscrossing
for the 2008 General
the commonwealth since the
Assembly, no matter who
first of the year personally
the next governor is, to lay
presenting oversized checks
down some solid rules on
to local officials worth millions of dollars, much of it
what is appropriate for taxto pay for popular local
payers to finance as part of
highway construction proja governor's official duties
ects. The local media record and what is not appropriate
the event for everyone to
when a governor is acting
see and read about.
in a purely political role.
Fletcher uses the state
That won't be easy, since
plane or helicopter when he
most official acts by govermakes these trips, and the
nors involve some degree of
taxpayers foot the bill.
politics, either personal or
These are official acts, of party, but clearly the taxpaycourse, never mind that
ers should not be financing
those same local officials
any aspect of a governor's
would be more than willing
re-election campaign.
to come to Frankfort and
They should not pay all
pose for photographers with
of the travel cost when a
overthe governor and his
campaign fundraiser also is
sized check.
Involved in the trip. Nor
that
out
turns
also
it
But
should the taxpayers underwhile Fletcher is in town
write campaign events that
for a check presentation at
take
place at the Governor's
taxpayer expense, he's also
Mansion. The rules should
been attending local
apply equally to lieutenant
fundraising events for his
governors as well.
re-election campaign.
And all of the records
media
the
And until
for reimbursement for the
caught him, his campaign
cost of political activity
was pocketing all the
must be open and easily
fundraiser cash while the
accessible.
taxpayers footed the bills
It's really just good comfor fuel, pilots and aircraft
mon sense for everyone and
use.
keeps future administrations
That's not right, of
course, and you would think from stumbling and falling
on their faces over what is
someone in either Fletcher's
only a few thousand dollars.
office or his re-election
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Closing one door, opening another
One of the major players in what
came to be known as the "Religious
Right- in the 1980s has shut its doors.
The Center for Reclaiming America,
based in Ft. Lauderdale. part of Dr. D.
James Kennedy's Coral Ridge Ministries.
has decided to close. It will also shut
its Washington. D.C., office known as
the Center for Christian Statesmanship.
Kennedy. who is 76 years old and
recovering from a heart attack he suffered in December, is one of the best
educated and most compelling of all the
cultural conservatives who sought to use
the political process to reverse the
"moral slide" in America. Most of
Kennedy's televised messages in recent
years have strayed from traditional
preaching and focused primarily on politics and social issues.
Brian Fisher. executive vice president
of Coral Ridge Ministries, told the
Miami Herald. "We believe that by
streamlining the operations we will be
able to return to our core focus.- One
hopes that will be preaching the unadulterated Gospel of Jesus Christ, unencumbered by the allures of the political
kingdoms of this world, because that is
where the greatest power lies to transform lives and ultimately nations. It
does not lie in the Republican Party.
with which Kennedy's organization was
almost exclusively associated.
Politics is about compromise. The
message of the church is about Truth.
One has to look no further than the Al
Sharptons and Jesse Jacksons — who
long ago gave up speaking of another
kingdom and another King (if they ever
did) in favor of faith in the Democratic
Party — to see how quickly the church
and its primary message can he blurred
when it enters into a shotgun marriage
with politics. Jim Naugle, the mayor of

Ft. Lauderdale. told
the Herald that the
last election persuaded
candidates to package
themselves "in the
middle, rather than to
the right."
Nearly 30 years
after religious conservatives decided to reenter the political
Cal's
arena — after abanThoughts doning it as "dirty"
By Cal Thomas and leading to compromise — what do
Syndicated
they have to show for
Columnist
The country
remains sharply divided and the reconciling message they used to preach has
been obscured by the crass pursuit of
the golden ring of political power. In
the end. they got neither the power, nor
the Kingdom: only the glory and even
that is now fading. as these older leaders pass from the scene.
This is not to say there is no role
for conservative Christians in the civic
life of their nation. There is. But Christians must first understand that the
issues they most care about — abortion,
same-sex marriage and cultural rot —
are not caused by had politics. but are
matters of the heart and soul. Some
evangelicals wish to broaden the political
agenda beyond these issues to poverty,
social justice and the environment. Politics can never completely cure the ills
of any of these, but the message Chnstians bring about salvation and redemption can. Besides, they can never "convert- people to their point of view.
Too many conservative Christians
have focused on the "seen- rather than
the "unseen." thinking appearances at the
White House, or on "Meet the Press," is

evidence that they are making a difference. And too much attention has been
paid to individual personalities, rather
than to the One thesc- preachers had
originally been called to exalt.
Nothing in the Bible commands
believers to reform or redeem society
through government and politics alone,
or even mainly. Neither is there any
expectation that non-Christians will be
converted to the Christian point of view,
which can vary on some topics, through
politics.
Corwin Srnidt, executive director of
the Henry institute for the Study of
Christianity and Politics at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Mich., told the
Herald that evangelical groups that are
built around a single charismatic leader
often struggle when the leader is gone.
"These televangelists are able to generate
a fair amount of money," he said, "but
in terms of their institutional longevity,
it's really at risk.To paraphrase a verse familiar to
most Christians, what shall it profit a
man if he gains the White House, but
loses his own soul?
Christians are also fond of saying
God never closes one door without
opening another door. The "door" of the
Center for Reclaiming America has
closed. The new doors can produce a
more effective politics, if what's on the
other side is based on a message that
has less to do with partisanship and
more to do with the One who transcends all politics and Who lends His
power only to those who will use it as
He instructed.
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y., 14207, or
unseditorsOtribune.com.
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Kansans return to
remains of homes, town

Obituaries
Jeny Don Mitchuson

Richard Eugene Conks

Richard Eugene Collins, 63, Mayfield, died Thursday, May 3,
2007.
GREENSBURG, Kan. (AP) feet deep. That's where we've
Preceding him in death were his wife, Jettie Collins, and his parTraffic backed up on the spent all our efforts, and we'll
—
ents, Woodrow Wilson Collins and Vera LaVanda Collins.
into town today as fami- do it again today."
roads
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Christina Franklin and lies who lost almost everything
Little remained standing in
Mrs. Hester M.Sims
brothers and sisters, to the country's most powerful Greensburg but the grain elevaMrs. Hester M. Sims,89, Murray, died Saturday, May 5, 2007, at Mrs. Sandy Harper, both of Mayfield; eight
LaVanda Raso, Texas, Gerald Collins, Minnesota, and Charles tornado in years returned to tor. The F5 tornado demolished
10:10 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Phyllis Perkins, Wilson Collins, J.C. Collins, Esther what remained of their splin- every business on the main
Collins,
Baptist
Creek
Sugar
of
member
a
She was
street. Churches lost their
and Martha Anderson, all of Kentucky; five grandchil- tered homes.
MacMahon
Church.
Police checked identification steeples, trees were stripped of
Her husband, Talmadge Sims, one brother, dren.
A graveside service was Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Caldwell Blue and reminded residents they their branches, and neighborBuel Morgan, and an infant brother all preceded
hoods were flattened. Officials
was in charge would have to leave by 6 p.m.
her in death. Born June 25, 1917, in Calloway Springs Cemetery. Kings Funeral Home, Inc., Cadiz,
a
as much as 95 percent
estimate
began
crews
search
Earlier,
County, she was the daughter of the late John of arrangements.
third sweep of Greensburg for of the town was destroyed.
Bruce Morgan and Eunie Calhoun Morgan.
Emergency
Federal
more victims, though the state's
Survivors include one brother, Howard Mrs. Vinell Futrell Patterson
said he didn't Management Agency director R.
general
adjutant
A graveside service for Mrs. Vinell Futrell Patterson was today expect to find any. The tornado David Paulison planned to tour
Morgan, one sister, Stella Ann Morgan, and one
nephew. Dale Phillips and wife, Linda, all of (Monday)at noon at Hicks Cemetery, Murray. John Dale officiated. claimed at least eight lives in the the devastation today for the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements town of 1,500 residents, taking first time since the tornado hit
Murray; two nieces, Lisa Hays and husband,
Sims
Don, Murray, and Laura Tucker and husband, and Roller Family Funeral Home of Memphis was in charge of the statewide toll to 10 from the Friday night.
President Bush had already
weekend storms.
Sammie. Aimee; one great-niece, Bekah Phillips, Marshall County; arrangements there.
3,
May
pans of Kansas a disasdeclared
Thursday,
died
town
the
Murray,
over
of
been
formerly
95,
"We've
Mrs.
Patterson,
four great-nephews, Morgan and Marshall Hays, Murray, Michael
twice now — all of our partners ter area, freeing up federal
Phillips, Nashville, Tenn., and Justin Phillips and wife, Lisa, New 2007, at Methodist North Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
recovery.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Rudolph Futrell, around the state, the experts money to aid the
Mexico.
system that swept
storm
The
technical
with
cities
from
Futrell
Pat
Joe
sons,
two
and
Patterson,
James
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist her second husband,
also
Kansas
in Calloway search-and-rescue," Maj. Gen. south-central
Church. Rev. Bill Miller and Rev. Darrell Walker will officiate. and Jimmy Futrell. She was born Oct. 23, 1911,
Todd Bunting, the state's adju- spawned tornadoes in Illinois,
County.
Burial will follow in the Sugar Creek Cemetery.
tant general, told CNN this Oklahoma, South Dakota and
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Sonya Miller Futrell,
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
morning. "We've done every- Nebraska. Today, thunderstorms
Arlington, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Melanie Cardile, Arlington, thing we can.
stretched across the central
today (Monday).
David Futrell, Memphis, and Robin Six, Arizona; ; three great"Some of this rubble is 20, 30 Plains again.
grandchildren, Cody Cardile , Abbey Cardile and Alec Six; two
Mrs. Mary Lou Sumner
Carraway and Sharon Colson, and one nephew,
Mrs. Mary Lou Sumner, 80, Murray, died Friday. May 4, 2007, nieces, Euva Nell
Murray.
of
all
Farley,
Burnett
Care.
at 10:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Of Methodist faith, she had worked as a nurse at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for 35 years.
Her husband, Sam W. Sumner, and six brothers, Richard, Asher,
Leon, Rudd. Joe and lump Farris, all preceded her in death. Born
Nov. 10, 1926, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
remain the priority at the new
From Front
Sherman Farris and Murl Dick Farris.
lab, particularly foot-and-mouth
Oswego,
Irene.
wife,
and
Sumner
Jim
son,
Survivors include one
disease, classical swine fever
oppoof
the
much
and
land,
the
111.; two grandchildren, Ashley Sumner, South Elgan, Ill., and Austin
and African swine fever.
developSumner, Carol Stream, Ill.; two brothers, Dee Farris and wife, sition stems from the
Homeland Security officials
bring.
would
lab
ment
the
Murray.
Janice, and Bob Farris and wife, Lorraine, all of
still deciding which addiare
statesweeping
made
"They
A graveside service will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. at the Elm
tional pathogens will be
generalizaus,'
'Trust
of
ments
officiate.
will
Lambert
Grove Cemetery. Rev. Kerry
tions that nothing bad will hap- researched at the lab. Scientists
Visitation is now at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
pen. That may be good enough and officials from various states
some people, but not for have named, among others,
for
Mrs. Robbie Riley
anthrax, smallpox and Marbug
me," Corrigan said.
Mrs. Robbie Riley, 81, Mayfield Highway, Benton, died Friday.
neigh- and Lhasa, rare hemorrhagic
meeting,
public
a
At
May 4, 2007, at 6:55 a.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
potential fevers that attack the vascular
the
of
bors
A homemaker, she was a member of New Bethel Baptist Church,
Leavenworth, Kan., site voiced system.
Benton.
The lab will have the highestabout lab safety, the
concerns
One son-in-law, Jim Solomon, preceded her in death. She was the
security rating, BSL-4,
level
congesproperty,
on
lab's effect
daughter of the late Stanton Jones and Mattie Oglesby Jones of
tion and the project's potential to meaning it would be equipped to
Calloway County.
handle the most lethal, incurable
make the area a terrorism risk.
Survivors include her husband, Leon Riley; two daughters, Mrs.
agents. The lab will be
disease
Opponents in Mississippi
Beverly Solomon. Benton, and Mrs. Marsha Pile and husband, Ross,
TOM BERRY/ Ledger 8 Times
the only one in the country to
Bio-Lab"
"No
posted
have
Laverne, Okla.; four grandchildren, Todd Solomon and wife.
agents
lethal
of
study
integrate
the twin sister of John
left,
from
news
second
local
to
signs. According
Carolyn Reagan,
Shannon, Paducah, John Solomon and wife, Khrista, Benton,
be used as
that could
famous magazine
Kentucky
in
nationally
opponents
and
reports,
native
Murray
a
Carter,
Mack
Andrea Fields and husband, Trace, Edmond, Okla., and Allison
greeted federal officials visiting bioweapons on humans and in creator/publisher, is joined by Murray-Calloway County Parks
great-grandeight
Okla.;
Weatherford,
Joel,
Kendall and husband,
that site with signs that said agriculture, research on diseases Director Matt Martin, left, Joe Pat James, third from left, and
children, Riley Solomon, Tanner Fields, Lane Kendall, Ethan
No! We won't go!" a ref- that could be passed between
"Hal!
Parks Board Chairman Bill Bailey, right, for the official ribbonKendall, Rachel Solomon, Kinsey Fields, Leighton Solomon and
erence to Rep.. Hal Rogers, R- animal and human, and foreign
Marleigh Solomon; two stepgreat-grandchildren. Patrick and
cutting of the John Mack Carter Nature Trail at Central Park
diseases.
animal
Ky.. who serves on the House
Madeline Hollowell.
wouldn't
Saturday. Carter was unable to attend the ceremony due to
The department
Appropriations homeland secuThe funeral was today (Monday) at 11 am. in the chapel of
the
for
budget
estimated
an
give
health reasons.
rity subcommittee.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. David Brahser and Rev. Mark
new lab, where research for the
conducts
lab
Island
Plum
The
Mohler officiated. Burial was in the Marshall County Memory
research on foot-and-mouth dis- Homeland Security, Health and
Gardens.
ease and other germs to protect Human Services and Agriculture
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Bethel Baptist
agriculture and livestock from departments will be conducted.
Church, Scholarship Fund, 4045 Mayfield Hwy., Benton, KY
The current Plum Island lab
foreign diseases.
42025.
John Vitko, director of the received $26 million in federal
Wheelchair Accessible Van Rentals
Security money for operations and mainHomeland
million
Mrs. Mary Sue Nanney
$14.4
about
and
tenance
Department's chem-bio division
Mrs. Mary Sue Nanney, 79. Benton, died Sunday. May 6, 2007, in its Science and Technology for Homeland Security and
Benton.
Hospital,
County
at 9:20 a.m. at Marshall
directorate, said that would Agriculture research.
Retired from Conalco, she was a member of Union Ridge Baptist
Church.
Her husband, Wilson H. Niamey, preceded her in death. She was
the daughter of the late George Hamrick and Lillie Anderson
Hamrick.
From Front
Survivors include one son, Larry Nanney and wife. Tammy. one
Dustin
grandson.
one
Meyer,
Nanney
Kristy
r,
granddaughte
None of the other racers were injured.
Nanney, and two great-grandchildren, Zack Meyer and Blake
Gillim's parents, Franklin and Kerni Gillim of Philpot, released a
Meyer, all of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Georgia Nell Jones, Phoenix.
statement to the track that noted how much their some enjoyed
Ariz.
motorcycle racing.
A graveside service will be today(Monday)at 3:30 p.m. at Union
prices as of 9 a m
Investments Since 1854
"He went to heaven doing what he loved," the statement said.
officiate.
will
Culp
George
Rev.
Aurora.
Ridge Cemetery,
Funeral
Visitation is from 1 to 3 p.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King
Home, Benton.
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Jerry Don Mitchuson, 65, Mathia Road, Hardin, died Sunday.
May 6,2007, at 1:27 p.m. at his home.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Veterans and their families
will be given assistance given

Ladlesof Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held a golf scramble on May 2 with Mary Alice Smith and Laura Parker as
hostesses.
Winners were as follows:
First place - Linda On, Mary Alice Smith and Shirley
Wade, extra shot taken;
Second place tie - Bronda Parker, Laura Parker and Janet
Kirk, extra shot taken:
Second place tie - Cynthia Darnall, Patsy Woodall, Carolyn
Greenfield and Kitty Steele.
A golf scramble will be played Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
with Shirley Jenstrom and Martha Enix serving as hostesses.
Individual play will begin at 8:30 a.m. on May 16 with
Sherrie Heeke as hostess.
Winners of the golf scramble on May I at 5:30 p.m. were
the team of Debbie Dick, Carria Stokes and Patsy Neal with
a score of 35 for nine holes. The players were allowed to
have two clubs of their choice besides their putter.

Veterans and their families will be
free counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National
Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, Murray.
Ron McClure, regional field representsthe of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

lo's
Chapter will meet
Datebook IAAP
The International Association of Adminis-

By Jo Burkeen
trative Professionals (1AAP) will meet TuesCommunity
at 5:30 p.m. at Gloria's Restaurant. New
day
Editor
officers will be installed and a short business meeting will follow. All interested office personnel are
invited. For information contact Marion Hale, president, at
809-2387.

LadiesofMurrayCountryClub
The Ladies of the Murray Country Club will have a golf
scramble on Wednesday at the club with Linda Burgess as
hostess.
The line-up for Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. is as follows:
Tee IA - Sue Outland, Linda Burgess, Freda Steely and
Joyce Houston;
Tee 4 - Betty Jo Purdom, Ve Seven's, Brenda Rowland and
Jennifer Crouse;
Tee 8 - Betty Stewart. Rebecca Landoll and Ann Brown;
Patsy Chaney, Rainey Apperson and
Tee IB - 9 holers
Stanley.
Ann
If you are not in the line-up and would like to play. call
Burgess.
Winners of the golf scramble on May I are as follows:
First place - Freda Steely, Ve Sevems and Peggy Shoemaker;
Most Fun - Barbara Gray, Linda Burgess, Joyce Houston
and Brenda Rowland.

ServiceNews

Pfc. Cavitt graduates
Army National Guard Pfc.
David S. Cavitt has graduated
from basic combat training at
Fort Jackson. Columbia, S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Army mission, history, tradition and core values, physical
fitness, and received instruction and practice in basic corn-

Hickory Woods

bat skills, military weapons.
chemical warfare and bayonet
training, drill and ceremony,
marching. rifle marksmanship.
armed and unarmed combat,
map reading. field tactics, military courtesy, military justice
system. basic first aid. foot
marches, and field training exercises.
He is the son of Gary and
Diane Cavitt of Hale Road.
Murray, Ky.
Cavitt is a 1997 graduate
of Calloway County High
School. Murray.

Youth Swim team plans tryouts

Photo provided

SPECIAL PROMOTION: As part of the Calloway County Red
Cross Heroes fund-raising efforts, the chapter volunteers raffled off a brown sugar spiral ham donated by Smith's Poultry.
Local Red Cross Executive Director Tory Daughrity, right, presented the ham to winner Crystal Estes, left, during the week
of Easter. The chapter exceeded its $10,000 campaign goal

Murray Youth Swim Team will have tryouts today. Tuesday
and Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the MCCH Wellness
Center pool. Young people, ages 6-18 are welcome. Swimmers
should be able to complete one length of the pool unassisted
using the freeestyle stroke. Please have your swim suit on
when you arrive (one piece for girls), swim goggles and a
towel.

East Council will meet

East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the faculty lounge. Kathyt:
Crouch, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.

during the March campaign.

MMS Council will meet

KenlakeladiesGolf
The Ladies Golf League of Kenlake Resort State Park had
its weekly golf game at the Bill Hamrick Memorial Golf
Course at the park on Wednesday.
Winners of the morning game were Phyllis Emery. Evelyn
Blivin and Betty Judah for first place.
Mary Madajczyk won for closest to the pin on hole number 7.
The league invites ladies to come each Wednesday at 9
a.m. for play at the Kenlake State Park golf course.

ProJectGraduation

Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. All interested par,
ties are welcome.

Delta Department will meet

Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the club house with Barbara Kearney of Murray State University Nursing Department
as speaker. Hostesses will be Rosa Crass and Jane Steely.

Alzheimer's group will meet

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Jacqui Robertson, community relations coordinator at Momingside Assisted Living, will present the program on -The Anger of Alzheimer's." All interested persons
are invited. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, Licensed
Social Worker at Murray-Calloway County Hospital at 7621108.

Project Graduation plans promotion

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have .
a rebate day Tuesday from 4 to 9 p.m. at Back Yard Burgers. Customers are asked to place their receipt in the bag at
the cashier's desk.

Metirement Center

HAPPENINGS

Eastern Star Chapter to meet Tuesday

o

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

THEOS group will meet Tuesdaya bereave-

THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group,
ment support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the community room
of Calloway Public Library. Opal Howard will present the program on "Our Grandchildren Make the Day." The group will
go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For more information call
Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Steele at 753-2875, or Karen
Isaacs at 753-2411.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY10
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 8 SUN. ONLY

The Invisible
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:30
Next
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:15
"
Spider-Man 3 In
PG13 - 7:00 - 10:00

Photo provided

DONATION GIVEN: Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
raised money through an auction and a donation of $100 was
presented by Sue Adams, left, and Judith Hilt, right, ADK
members, to Yvette Pyle, principal of Calloway County High
School for Project Graduation.

Lucky You
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:35

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Fracture
R- 7:20 - 9:45

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Disturbia
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:20

Bingo planned Tuesday

"Iall 753-3314

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

LIUBSCRIBE

TOPS Chapter will meet
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Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Chhst. near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray: on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Puryear Subway and 1 to 3
p.m. at BB&T Bank. Hazel.

Al-Anon meeting planned
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Health Express lists stops
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SSENTIAL DAY SPA

Photo provided

DONATION GIVEN: Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
raised money through an auction and a donation of $100 was
presented by Sue Adams, left, and Judith Hill, second left,
ADK members, to Mark Collins and Mark Robinson. seniors
at Murray High School for Project Graduation
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MHS plans SBDM election
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council Parent Election will be held Monday through Friday. Parents or
guardians of all students are asked to stop by the MHS office
to place your vote between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

MES seeking nominations
Murray Elementary School is accepting nominations from
now until Wednesday for the School Based Decision Making
Council. Nominees must be a member of a minority race to
qualify for this election. Persons making the nomination should
be prepared to provide a name and contact information for the
nominee. A person may nominate yourself if you qualify as a
minonty. Those eligible to vote will have an opportunity to
cast their ballot on Wednesday and Thursday. May 16 and 17,
dunng school hours of 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Evening voting
will be May 17 from 5 to 6:10 p.m. The candidate elected
will serve on the Murray Elementary SBDM Council the entire
2007-2008 school year.

COMMUNITY
'Old Fashioned' tea party held by Zeta Department

Monday, May 7, 2007•7A

Murray Ledger & Times

An "Old Fashioned English
Tea Party" was held by the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club for its April
meeting at the club house.
Each member brought her
own china tea cup and shared
the cup's history.
The thought for the day was
given by Patsy Tracy.
Hostesses were Bonnie
Jones, Patsy Tracy, Betty Lowry
and Barbara Erwin.
- Members will meet Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house to travel to Dover, Tenn.,
for a luncheon at the Plantation Restaurant.
Hostesses will be Barbara
Brandon, Frances Matarazzo
and Norma Frank.
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Retired Army Sgt. Raymond
B. Hays Sr. of Murray recently completed his studies and
was awarded a master of English Lliterature degree from
Murray State University.
Hays is a 1998 graduate of
MSU with a bachelor of science in English. He currently
holds the position of English
teacher at Caldwell County
High School in Princeton where
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Lisa Satterwhite

DeLancey and Satterwhite
will emcee Trivia Night
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LEO (July 23-Aug. n)
*** Easy does it. Know

when
you have had enough or need to
direction.
another
in
go
Emphasize your responsibilities,
but don't allow yourself to be
overwhelmed .
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are lively and full of
fun. Realize when you need to
say 'enough." Sometimes pressure forces people to be reactive. Could that be what you are
seeing right now?UBRA (Sept.
23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision. Your secunty
and well-being might be more
The Stars Show the Kind of involved than you are aware of.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. You might want to try another
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; approach with a volatile associate. How you feel might change.
I DiniL'ult
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your creativity soars,
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Take charge and handle and you wonder what to do and
a matter directly. Use your when. Laugh and relax in the
innate abilities and skills. Zero in company of someone who is
and listen to your sixth sense. amusing and charming. In this
Understand what you are asking mode, creativity bubbles forth.
from someone else, as well as SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to try
yourself.
something very different. You
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take a stand rather than want to break patterns while othhave a situation tumble even ers want to maintain the status
more out of control. Someone quo. Perhaps the twain shall
what
close could be difficult. Rethink a never meet. Listen to
relationship with this person. For someone shares.
19)
your own good, don't have the CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
expectation that others will **** Investigate possibilities
rather than make events occur change.
- you know the difference. You
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
know what needs to happen
earss
Togetherne
*****
marks a theme that you might financially. Remain more in conwant to consider. Sometimes trol. Your financial wisdom
you are so much in the whirlwind comes into play.
of living that you can barely stop AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
or
and take time for the many peo- *** Make it OK to be slow
ple in your life Unexpected sluggish. You will unfurl your
Build
developments might trip you up. high energy and spirit.
security, and honor a need for
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others want to run the more of it in your life. Discuss an
show. Look at it this way: You investment at length.
have one less responsibility to PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
shoulder. Unexpected develop- *** Use the morning for key
ments might encourage you to matters. Use the afternoon for
quiet
veer in a totally different direc- mulling over some facts or
in a prition. Realize when you must work. You will flourish
vate, quiet setting.
stop.

How you approach various situations might be of unusual interest to others. This year, you set a
precedent with your perspective
and novel approach. Your public
image and professional and perskyrocket.
statuses
sonal
Professionally you are building
toward a zenith. If you are single, you will meet people with
ease.Remember how much you
care! AQUARIUS turns the
spotlight on you!

Hays receives master's
degree at Murray State

Greg DeLancey

lamslies Mar

"DeLancey and Satterwhite" may sound more like the name
of a law firm; however, this pairing refers to none other than
locally well-known personalities Greg DeLancey and Lisa Satterwhite. The two will emcee Murray Main Street's "Trivia
Night" on Saturday. May 12.
DeLancey, manager of human resources, for Taylor Motors,
Inc., is president-elect of the Rotary Club of Murray and a television and radio show personality. Holding a bachelor of arts
degree in communication from Freed Hardeman University, he
has 24 years of broadcast experience in management, sales, onair news reporting and entertainment.
Satterwhite, assistant director of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce since 2002, serves the community as an
ambassador for Murray to small businesses, industry and newcomers. She is responsible for planning events for Chamber
members and being a resource person for information about
the community. A 'hative of Graves County, Satterwhite obtained
a bachelor of science degree in advertising and merchandising
from Murray State University and has lived in and called Murray home since graduation.
During the festive Trivia Night evening, Delancey will present the questions and answers for each of the seven categories
of 10-question rounds. Satterwhite will announce prizes, raffle drawings and keep the evening's events moving in a timely, smooth manner.
This will be no small task as the teams compete for theme
and food presentation prizes. The result is no small degree
of hilarity and good natured ribbing as each team tries to
exaggerate its own image while sizing up the competition..
"We are thrilled to have Greg and Lisa in these roles," said
Deana Wright, manager of Murray Main Street. "They are
enthusiastic, energetic, fun and have a great deal of professional expertise to lend to the occasion. They know how to lead
others in having a good time," she continued.
BB&T Bank is the signature sponsor of Murray Main Street's
Second Annual Trivia Night. To be held in the Curris Center
ballroom on Murray State's campus, the doors will open at 5
p.m. on May 12 for team setup. The judging of themes and
food begins at 5:45 p.m. and the competition will start at 6
p.m. Call (270) 759-9474 to make tables reservations.

he serves as head of the English Department and head coach
of the Academic Team.
Before beginning his career
in education, Sgt Hays served
20+ years with the United States
Army beginning with the 101st

Airborne Division at Ft. Campbell. He has also taught English at Breckinridge High
School in Harned, Ky., and
Stewart and Henry County High
Schools in Tennessee.
Hays is the son of the late

Raymond B. Hays Sr.
children: Heather Downey and
husband. Mike, of Columbus,
Ohio; Chris Brooks and wife,
Lisa, of Cullman, Ala.; Jennifer Hays of Kenton, Ohio;

B.J. and Opal (Frazier) Hays
of Mobile, Ala. He and his
wife, Kay, have been in the
Murray area since 1993 and

are members of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
They are the parents of five

Knitting/
crocheting
classes
planned
Knitting/crocheting classes
will be held at the Calloway
County Extension office from
9:30-11:30 a.m. on Tuesday
and again on May 14, 22 and
29.
More meetings will be
scheduled after May 29. Participants are learning how to
knit now and will learn how
to crochet in later classes. Each
should bring knitting needles.
yarn and scissors.
The classes are free and
open to the public and anyone can start at any time. For
information call 753-1452.

Deanna Beane and husband.
Michael, of Murray, and JR.

lVlurray

i

Hays and wife, Brienne, of
Clayton N.C. They also have
five grandsons: Kevin. Chris,
Darian, Zack and Draven who
reside in Ohio.

LASER
Center
Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation
(270) 761-4999
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and player receives
their single line of6 numbers and 2 additional
lines, each with 6 quick pick numbers.

000
with drawings every Tuesday and Friday.
Win in any single line or all of them by matching
3 or more numbers

r e and win the jac •o .

s g

f by combining all 18 numbers
and matching 5 or more numbers!)

Win agai

Add up your prizes! Add up
the fun!
KENTUCKY

LOTTERY
Visit kylottery.com

or

your favorite retailer for more details.

Survivor* - t

photos by Denise Boaz and Michael Dann
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ST. LOUIS 3, HOUSTON 1

Looper sparks Cardinals
RIGHT-HANDER ALLOWS JUST ONE RUN IN SIX INNINGS
"Today was definitely one
of those days that felt like I
didn't have my best stuff, but
I was able to battle through it
and make a few good pitches
when I really needed to."
Scott Rolen snapped an 0for-25 slump with a two-run single in a three-run fourth against
Chris Sampson (3-2) for the
Cardinals, last in the National
League in runs. Ryan Ludwick,
whose contract was purchased
from Triple-A Memphis when
Preston Wilson went on the
15-day disabled list with a knee
injury earlier in the day, added
a run-scoring groundout.
The Cardinals have been
outscored 52-13 the last eight
games, somehow taking two
of three from Houston despite

\ST. LOUIS (AP) — A day
after the St. Louis Cardinals
lost Chris Carpenter for at least
tbree more months, a pitcher
making his seventh career start
gave them a pick-me-up.
Braden Looper allowed a
tpn in six innings, helping his
minchless team beat the HousWei Astros 3-1 on Sunday for
only its second victory in eight
games. He insists he wasn't
trying to step up as the de
facto ace.
"It's tough enough to go
sin there and get these guys
alit and it's too easy to go out
slid make mistakes to guys like
Lance Berkman and Carlos
Lee,- Looper said. "If you're
thinking about something else,
they're going to make you pay.

scoring all six runs in the series
in only two innings. They have
scored the first run in only seven
of their first 29 games and
have trailed in eight of their
12 victories. They played catchup again Sunday after Lee's
first-inning RBI single before
winning for only the fifth time
in 15 home games.
Looper(4-2)allowed six hits.
Six of the first 15 Astros
worked him to a full count.
He benefited from two double
plays the rest of his outing, striking out three and walking two
to win for the first time in
three starts.
"We scored one run," Astros
manager Phil Garner said. "I
think that was more us than
him today. We got him deep

in a lot of pitch counts but
we just didn't come through
with hits when we needed
them."
Besides losing the series,
the Astros lost out for Roger
Clemens' services. Clemens
agreed to a one-year, $28 million deal with the Yankees on
Sunday after pitching the past
three seasons for Houston.
"I'm somewhat disappointed he's not going to be with
us, but I hope that he does well,"
Astros manager Phil Garner
said.
"It doesn't surprise me with
the situation that their pitching is in, but I'm surprised
that it was done quickly and
I didn't hear anything about it
in Houston."

AP

Cardinals starter Braden Looper works during the first
inning of Sunday's game against the Astros at Busch
Stadium. Looper allowed a run in six innings to help St.
Louis beat its NL Central rivals 3-1.

MSU BASEBALL

BASEBALL

'Breds fall at
UT-Martin
WITH WIN,SKYHAWKS TAKE
WEEKEND SERIES OVER MSU

AP

Roger Clemens, left, throws in the outfield as Yankees pitching coach Ron Guidry looks on after the team announced
the pitcher would rejoin them following New York's 5-0 shutout of the Mariners on Sunday at Yankee Stadium.

Staff Report
MARTIN, Tenn. — A late
Murray State rally was not
nearly enough to overcome
homestanding Tennessee-Martin
on Sunday, as the Thoroughbreds fell to the Skyhawks 85 in the rubber game of a
three-game Ohio Valley Conference weekend series.
With the win, the last-place
Skyhawks (18-30, 6-14 OVC)
earned a series win over the
'Breds (16-29, 10-9). The two
teams split Saturday's doubleheader, with UT-Martin winning the first contest 10-9 and
MSU getting the victory, 106, in the nightcap.
Despite the series loss, the
'Breds remain in fourth place
in the conference standings —

one-half game ahead of fifthplace Eastern Kentucky (2023-1,9-9). League leader Austin
Peay (30-17, 15-6) remains one
full game ahead of secondplace Jacksonville State (2622, 14-7), while Southeast Missouri State (28-19, 13-7) sits
in third.
Murray will host the firstplace Governors in a three-game
set this weekend at Reagan
Field.
On Sunday at Martin, the
'Breds fell behind 3-0 before
finally putting their first run
on the board in the top of the
fifth inning. Senior right fielder Austin Swain put MSU's
first run on the board, when
he plated Chad Allen on a
II See 'BREDS, 28

133rd KENTCKY DERBY

Rocket ready to launch
CLERIENS ANNOUNCES HE WILL REJOIN YANKEES
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Aventh-inning stretch was ending when the low, familiar
public-address
of
voice
announcer Bob Sheppard told
fans at Yankee Stadium
direct
to
their attention to the
owner's box
behind home
plate.
Standing
there, microphone ' in
hand, was
Clemens
Roger
Clemens to personally announce
his return to New York.
"Well, they came and got
me out of Texas and I can tell
you it's a privilege to be back."
he said. "I'll be talking to y'all
soon."
With his brief address, shown
on the right-center field
videoboard to 52,553 fans and
oiany more watching on television, the Rocket rejoined the

Yankees in most dramatic fashion.
He agreed to a one-year
contract for $28,000,022 — the
last two digits matching his
uniform number — that will
start when he is added to the
major league roster for his first
start, most likely in three to
four weeks. Clemens will earn
about $18.5 million under the
deal, which will cost the Yankees approximately $7.4 million in additional luxury tax,
meaning they are investing
about $203 ntllion in a seventime Cy Young Award winner
who will turn 45 in August.
"Roger Clemens is a winner and a champion. and he
is someone who can be counted on to help make this season one that all Yankees fans
can be proud of," owner George
Steinbrenner said in a statement.
'The sole mission of this organization is to win a world championship."
Clemens helped the Yankees
win World Series titles in 1999

and 2000, then left after the
2003 season intending to retire.
But when Andy Pettitte signed
with the Houston Astros,
Clemens also joined their hometown team.
The Rocket retired again
after the 2004 and 2005 seasons, only to re-sign the Astros
both times. Pettitte changed the
dynamic when he rejoined New
York this season.
Clemens had limited his field
to the Yankees, Astros and
Boston Red Sox, his original
team. But when Clements' agent,
Randy Hendricks, spoke to the
Astros and Red Sox in recent
days, they said they'd prefer
he join up with them in late
June or early July. The Yankees, according to Hendricks,
said: "We'd like you yesterday."
"Make no mistake about it,
I've come back to do what
they only know how to do
here with the Yankees, and that's
win a championship,- Clemens
said. "Anything else is a fail-

i
. VACHOVIA CHAMPIONSHIP
'

ure, and 1 know that."
Yankees manager Joe Torre
had known for a couple of
days that a deal was in the
works. Talks intensified Thursday, with general manager Brian
Cashman negotiating by Blackberry with Hendricks, who was
at Fenway Park. Hendricks
called Clemens on Friday, when
the pitcher was in Austin. Texas,
and a deal was approved by
New York during a Friday lateafternoon conference call with
Steinbrenner, Cashman, team
president Randy Levine, chief
operating officer Lonn Trost and
Steinbrenner's two sons.
Clemens got up in Houston
at 5:30 a.m. on Sunday and
flew up to New York. He arrived
at LaGuardia Airport at about
1 p.m.. changed at a Manhattan hotel and arrived at the
ballpark in the sixth inning.
He wore a Yankees cap and
one of his Yankees World Series
rings during a postgame news
conference, but wasn't sure
which one.

AP

Calvin Borel, riding Street Sense, gets a blanket of roses
after winning the 133rd Kentucky Derby on Saturday at
Churchill Downs. The duo will try for the second leg of
the Triple Crown in two weeks at The Preakness.

Street Sense preps
for 2nd leg of Crown

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -- Street Sense got a big leg up
on the Triple Crown path with a win in the Kentucky Derby.
Hard Spun, some new rivals and a few holdovers would
love to toss a giant roadblock in Street Sense's run at racing
immortality with a victory in the Preakness in two weeks.
"I'm sure going to try and keep that from happening,- Hard
Spun trainer Larry Jones said on Sunday. "If he wins the Triple
Crown. I'm going to try and make him earn it.It's been 29 years since Affirmed swept the Derby, Preakry over Steve Stricker, his third PGA ness and Belmont. Four other horses in the past six years have
Tour victory this year and his ninth in won the first two legs only to lose the 1 I/2-mile Belmont,
his last 12 tour starts.
most recently Smarty Jones in 2004.
Perhaps it was only fitting Woods slipped
Not that 65-year-old trainer Street Sense Carl Nafzger is
into the winner's royal blue jacket late thinking that far ahead quite yet. Perhaps hiding the winner's
Sunday afternoon.
garland of red roses on Sunday was one of Nafzger's ways to
"Over the course of my career, I've hush all the immediate Triple Crown talk. Want to talk Preakwon a few tournaments here and there, ness with him? Wait 'til next week.
and it's been nice." Woods said.
"Make an appointment," he said.
Woods' victory meant four of the five
Street Sense will be in Baltimore on May 19 for the secwinners at the Wachovia Championship ond leg of the Triple Crown. Six times in the last 10 years
have won majors. The others were David
•See STREET SENSE, 28
Toms, Vijay Singh and Jim Furyk.

Tiger ends topsy-turvy day with another win
Woods said. "I figured if I parted in, I'd
probably win the tournament because these
conditions, no one is going to play those
last three holes under par.Woods took one more bogey. but it
didn't matter.
A final round with wild swings in
momentum finally settled into a familiar
outcome. Backed by a two-shot lead going
to the most daunting hole at Quail Hollow, Woods was able to play it safe on
sine• "My whole goal coming in after that the 18th and made an 8-foot par to close
was to try to get the lead through 15." with a 3-under 69 for a two-shot victo-

CHARUTI it. N.C. (AP) - Tiger
Woods couldn't believe his luck when his
tee shot somehow stopped 18 inches from
going into the water, turning a probable
bogey into an unlikely eagle for his first
lead Sunday in the Wachovia Championship.
Equally stunning was his blunder on
the IIth hole, a three-putt double bogey
to blow a three-shot lead on the back
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SCORIBOARD

Parker
leads
Spurs

Sp4

r, 1.1 By

Haverstock
Insurance Agency
John WiNiams

4t4.1,11:11:100fIg

Nabs AM.
Murano*

Nobody can protect your Aviv
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

SAN ANTONIO
TAKES GAmE 1
PHOENIX (AP) — Tony
Parker not only punished the
Phoenix Suns as usual with
WE'RE NO. 1!: Satterwhite Grain took first place in 12-under division of the Murhis offense. He also sent Steve
ray
YSA tournament, held April 27-29. Team members pictured with their trophies
Nash to the bench looking like
(front row, from left) Austin Anderson, Bracken Robertson, Tristan Holland,
include
Rocky Balboa, bleeding from
Dam n Satterwhite, Alex Wilson, Sammy Blalock, (back row) coach Joe Anderson.
a nasty cut on his nose.
Roger McIntosh, Dylan Boone. Kade Cullup, Willie Richardson, and coach Chns
The result was an intense
111-106 victory Sunday for the
Satterwhite.
San Antonio Spurs in Game 1
of the Western Conference semi
finals.
Parker scored 32 points, one NI. ROUNDUP
: shy of his career playoff high.
and with an inadvertent headon collision with Nash, sidelined the league's two-time
defending MVP at a crucial
point in the final minute.
Tim Duncan scored 33.
• including a 10-foot hook shot
from the baseline that put the
Spurs ahead for good with 1:58
to play. He also grabbed 16 By The Associated Press
Josh Hamilton's inspiring
rebounds, eight of them offencomeback
story kept humming
dominatsive, as San Antonio
along and fellow rookie Jared the boards 49-35.
The game was played at the rod Saltalamacchia capped off
: Suns' favored pace, but that his charmed first week in the
7 was fine with the speedy Park- majors in style.
Hamilton homered twice and
er. who averaged 28 points
against Phoenix in their three the Cincinnati Reds snapped
their four-game losing streak
regular-season meetings.
"I think the up-and-down with a 9-3 victory over the
style fits him more than any- Colorado Rockies on Sunday.
"You can't help but feel
body else on the team." the
Spurs' Bruce Bowen said. good about it," Hamilton said.
His two-run shot off Josh
"That's the kind game Tony
played over in France. It's easy Fogg (1-3) put Cincinnati in
for him to adapt for his old position to salvage the final
ways. He's just an aggressive game of the series.
AP
Hamilton's solo drive off
player. When he's an aggresThe Reds' Josh Hamilton, right, is congratulated by teamreliever
Albeno
Arias
in
his
next
sive, not only does he play
Ross after he hit a two-run homer off Colwell, but the team usually does at-bat drew the latest ovation mate David
in his comeback from years of orado Rockies pitcher Josh Fogg in the fifth inning of
well."
Sunday's game in Cincinnati.
The Suns were left to won- drug abuse,,,....
Called up on his 22nd birthder what might have been had
10 innings; and Milwaukee 6, home an unearned run. Peavy
they been able to stop Nash's day Wednesday. Saltalamacchia Pittsburgh 4.
then struck out Miguel Cabrmade
his
second
start
Sunday.
bleeding.
At Cincinnati, Hamilton also era and Mike Jacobs to prehad
his
first
hit
and
then
drove
He stayed in the game after
made an over-the-shoulder catch serve a one-run lead.
the collision with Parker with in the go-ahead run with his to rob Brad Hawpe in center
Cabrera, Jacobs and Joe BorAtlanta
first
RBI
to
help
the
2:53 to play, hitting a 3-pointchard each struck out three
field in the eighth.
Braves
rally
for
a
6-4
win
over
to
layup
keep
the
er and a
He also threw out speedy times against Peavy. Cabrera
the Los Angeles lEkalgers.
Suns close.
Willy Taveras, who was try- finished 0-for-4 to snap a 10Saltalamacchia
singled
When he had to leave with
ing to go from first to third game hitting streak.
54 seconds to play. Phoenix against Chad Billingsley, an on a single.
Cla Meredith allowed an
old
friend
from
South
Honda,
had the ball and trailed 106Right-hander
Bronson infield single by Uggla in the
in
the
seventh
inning
to
drive
104.
in Andruw Jones and give host Arroyo (2-2) worked 5 2-3 eighth, and Trevor Hoffman
innings to get his first career closed out the two-hitter with
Atlanta a 5-4 lead.
MAILL_UllITOP POMO,NY!
a perfect ninth for his 490th
"I caught Chad growing up victory over the Rockies.
At Atlanta. Chin-hui Tsao career save, adding to his major
Uody Sisitor
... Junior Olympics, 18-andMr MAO Mara Maty
under, summer leagues. stuff 10-1 allowed fiye runs and three league record. He's 8-for-I0 in
TO POO OM yow
like that." Saltalamacchia said, hits in two-thirds of an inning. save chances this year.
cowrie ai tour
Chad Paronto (2-0) recordScott Olsen (3-2) allowed
adding the two played togethNM Mete U.• 753-61142
ed the last out in the seventh two runs, one unearned in 6
er for three years.
"1 knew he had a hard fast- for the win and Mike Gonza- 2-3 innings for the Marlins.
TV Schedule
Phillies 8, Giants 5
ball and good stuff, so I was lez pitched the ninth for his
Today
At San Francisco, Ryan
first save.
sitting
on
a
fastball.
I
knew
ARENA FOOTBALL
Padres 3, Marlins 1
Howard hit a two-run homer
he wanted to throw it past
7 p.m.
At Miami. Jake Peavy and Shane Victorino also took
ESPIN2 — Colorado at Chicago
Inc..,
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
In other NI games, it was: allowed one hit in seven innings Tim Lincecum deep in the
6 p.m.
ESPN — Seattle at N V Yankees
San Diego 3, Florida 1: and struck out 10 for San Phillies' win.
NBA BASKETBALL
Jimmy Rollins added a goPhiladelphia 8. San Francisco Diego.
Time TBA
ahead triple in the sixth for
Peavy
(4-1)
no-hit
Florida
5.
Anzona
3,
New
York
Mets
TBA -- Playoffs. Eastern conference
quarterfinals. game 1. Chicago at
I. St. Louis 3. Houston 1: Chica- until Dan Uggla tripled with Philadelphia. which salvaged a
Detroi
go Cubs 4, Washington 3 in one out in the sixth to drive split of the four-game series.

Hamilton leads Reds;
Salty big in Braves' win

NOTICE
Beginning Monday, May 14, 2007. the main office entrance to Murray
Electric System at 401 Olive Street will be closed due to remodeling. A
temporary office will be open at 205 North 4th Street,just around the corner. There will be signs to help guide our customers.
Due to limited parking and space, we would like to encourage our customers to use alternative methods of bill payment and to request information. We encourage those who can to use telephone, mail, credit card by
phone, or use our always open payment box located behind our main
office building accessed from North 5th Street.
If you need to come into the office. there will be limited parking available
off of North 4th Street. The temporary office will be open at our regular
hours, and we will be glad to assist our customers at any time. We would
caution everyone to be careful, and mindful of the busy intersection at 4th
and Olive Streets.
We appreciate our customers patience during this time, and look forward
to serving you this (all in our newly remodeled and more customer friendly main office at 401 Olive Street.

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 Olive Street • Murray • 753-5312

American Laegue
East Division
GB
W
L
20 10
Boston
5 1/2
14 15
New Your
6 1/2
14 17
Baltimore
6 1/2
14 17
Tampa Bay
7 1/2
13 18
Toronto
Central Division
GB
W
L
Cleveland
18 10
Detroit
19 11
3 1/2
16 15
Minnesota
4
14 14
Chicago
10
10 22
Kansas City
West Division
GB
W
L
17 15
Los Angeles
1
15 15
Oakland
1
13 13
Seattle
13 18
3 1,2
Texas
Sunday's Scores
N 'V Yankees 5 Seattle 0
Cleveland 9, Baltimore 6
Oakland 5. Tampa Bay 3
Boston 4, Minnesota 3
Detroit 13. Kansas City 4
Texas 3. Toronto 2
White Sox 4. L A Angels 3. 10 innings
Today's Games
Cleveland (Carmona 2-1) at Baltimore
(Trachsel 1-3), 11 35 am
Seattle (Batista 3-2) at N V Yankees
iDeSalvo 0-0), 6:05 pm
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Wood 0-0) at N Y Yankees
(Penne 1-1)605 p.m
Seattle )Ramirez 2-1) at Detroit
(Bonderman 1-0). 6.05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Seo 1-2) at Baltimore
(Guthrie 1-1), 6 05 p.m
Boston (Beckett 6-0i at Toronto
(Zambian° 0-1), 6.07 p.m.
Oakland (Gaudin 1-1) at Kansas City
(De La Rosa 3-2). 7 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 2-1) at
Minnesota (Bonser 0-1). 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Lee 0-0) at L A. Angels
E Santana 2-4), 9,05 p m.

National League
East Division
L
W
GB
19 11
Atlanta
19 11
New VOA,
14 16
5
Florida
14 17
5 1/2
Philadelphia
101/2
Washington
9 22
Central Division
L
W
GB
ki 10
Milwaukee
15
14
5
Chicago
14 17
Cincinnati
7
13 17
7 1/2
Houston
13 17
71/2
Pittsburgh
12 17
Si Louis
8
West Division
W
L
GB
18 13
Los Angeles
17 14
1
San Diego
16 14
1 1/2
San Francisco
17 16
2
Anzona
13 18
5
Colorado
Sunday's Scores
San Diego 3, Florida I
Atlanta 6, L.A Dodgers 4
Milwaukee 6. Pittsburgh 4
St Louis 3, Houston 1
Cubs 4, Washington 3, 10 inn ngs
Cincinnati 9, Colorado 3
Anzona 3. N Y Mots 1
Philadelphia 8. San Francisco 5
Today's Games
San Diego (Young 3-2) at Atlanta
(James 3-2), 6.05 p m
L A Dodgers (Penny 3-0) at Florida
INolasco 1-0), 605 p.m.
Houston (Oswalt 4-2) at Cincinnati
(Lohse 1-2), 6.10 p.m.
Washington (Chico 2-3) at Milwaukee
(Capuano 4-0), 705 p.m.
Colorado (Francis 1-4) at St Louis
(Reyes 0-5), 7,10 p m
at Anzona
Philadelphia (Garcia
(Davis 2-3), 840 p.m.
Mets(0 Perez 3-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 2-3). 9:15 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
L A Dodgers (Hendnckson 2-0) at
Florida (Obermueller 1-1), 605 p.m.
Houston (Rodriguez 0-3) at Cincinnati
(Milton 0-4). 6 10 p.m.
San Diego (Germano 0-0) at Atlanta
(Villarreal 1-0), 6.35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Snell 2-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 2-2), 705 p.m.
Washington (Simontacchi 0-0) at
Milwaukee (Bush 2-3), 705 p.m.
Colorado (Buchholz 1-1) at St. Louts
(Thompson 1-0), 710 p.m.
Philadelphia (Eaton 3-2) at Anzona
(Owings 1-1), 840 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Glavine 3-1) at San
Francisco (Cain 1-2), 9.15 p.m

NASCAR

Hendrick roll continues
at unlikely venue
RICHMOND, Va. (API — the rhythm of the track," he
Seven wins in eight races. Hen- said after his fourth victory of
drick Motorsports is on such the season, tops in the series.
a roll, even a trip to usual
"I think once we got to the
nemesis Richmond didn't give end. I knew where I needed
the other guys a chance.
to be."
Jimmie Johnson led a fronHendrick drivers have also
trunning Hendrick parade that won all four Car of Tomorlasted for almost all of the row races, and left contenders
final 116 laps Sunday, beating like Denny Hamlin and Kurt
teammate Kyle Busch to the Busch wondering what it will
finish and giving the team its take to end their domination.
first victory at Richmond Inter"I'm looking in my front
national Raceway since Jeff windshield and 1 see all the HenGordon won in 2000.
drick cars and me," said HamJohnson. who had just one lin, who has finished third three
top-I0 finish in 15 previous times in the COT. "And then
starts on the .75-mile oval, there's some sprinkled behind
even let the racers with past me. I'm happy I'm the only
success here show him the way guy that's really being competitive week in and week out
before blowing by them.
—The early parts of the race, with them."
The difference, then?
I was able to follow them and
just find a little bit in each
—They just seem to be in
corner and try to help the han- the right place at the right
dling of my car and having time." Hamlin said.

•'Breds
From Page 1B
groundout with the bases
loaded.
Murray State added another run in the sixth on a sacrifice fly by sophomore third
baseman Tyler Owen. But a
three UTM runs in the bottom
half of the frame gave the Skyhawks a commanding 8-2
advantage.
The 'Breds tried to mount
a rally in the ninth, when they
plated three runs on a home
run by Allen. a double by
pinch-hitter Kyle Tiernan and
a fielder's choice. But that was

all the offense MSU would
muster in the failed comeback
bid.
Senior center fielder Tyler
Pittman paced the 'Breds' eighthit attack by going 2-for-4 at
the plate. Senior right fielder
Jamie Leidolf was 2-for-3 with
a run scored, while Allen scored
twice.
Blake Turner was 3-for-5 to
lead UT-Martin, smacking a
double and a triple while
knockiing in three runs and
scoring twice.
Enc Walker (3-6. 2-2 OVC)
picked up the pitching win for
Martin. allowing four runs on

seven hits while striking out
six and walking two in eightplus innings.
Jake Donze (3-6, I-1) suffered the loss for MSU, allowing eight runs on eight hits while
striking out one and walking
three in 5-1/3 innings.
The 'Breds and Austin Peay
will open their three-game set
with Game 1 of a doubleheader. beginning at noon on Saturday. The series finale will
be on Sunday at I p.m. All
three games can be heard locally on WOFC (1130 AM) or
on the Internet at www.goracerS.COM.

•Street Sense
From Page 1E1
the Derby winner has gone on to win the
Preakness. setting up a Triple try.
While not nearly as dominating as Bartiaro's
6 112-length romp a year ago. Street Sense
was every bit as spectacular. Street Sense roared
back from next-to-last in his electrifying dash.
picking off the other 19 rivals and winning
the Derby by 2 1/4 lengths.
"Any time you win the Kentucky Derby,
damn he's great," Nafzger said.
Derby second-place finisher Hard Spun, who
looked like a winner before jockey t'alvin
Hord guided Street Sense past him in the final
furlong, will be back for another shot.

"He's awesome." Jones said of Street Sense
"But he's more awesome at Churchill then anywhere I've seen him."
Maybe. but Street Sense hasn't exactly been
a slouch on other tracks: the dark bay colt has
finished in the money in all eight of his career
faces.

"He don't throw clunkers. but he mistakes
like he did in the Bluegrass." Nafzger said.
Street Sense was overthrown at the wire by
Dominican at the Blue Grass Stakes for one
of the few blips in his racing career Otherwise. Bore! guided Street Sense to a record
10-length win in the Breeders' Cup Juvenile
and another victory this spring in the Tamps
Bay Derby.
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ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown

-1927
-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday
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We would like to thank all our friends and
neighbors for the cards, food, flowers, visiting with us at the funeral home. Thanks for
the kind words and expressions of sympathy given to us during the loss of our loved
one.
We would like to say a special thank you
to Imes-Miller Funeral Home staff for all
your help, to Brother Lewis for the wonderful service and Oneida White for the beautiful songs. We appreciate each and every
one of you.
L__ The FLanily of Edward Dee"
43

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

INTERNorricro..;

or
361 Mara P4.
Murray, KY 42/71
,27107511-5606

Group Pouring Facility is looking for:

MVP

Laborers
'1st (11:00pm

All OCCIIIIISKI Trarportatme • Airport Service • Certified Doren

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

BENEFITS:

will be held by Calloway County at
Weeks Community Center on May 15, 2007 at 5:30
p.m. for the purpose of obtaining citizens commenti
regarding the possible uses of the County Road Aid
(C EA) and Local Economic Assistance 1LGEA)
Funda.
All interested persons in Calloway County are invited to the hearing to submit verbal or written comments on possible uses of the CRA or LGEA Funds.
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BRITTHAVEN
010
Benton is currently
LINO
accepting applications
Make
for the following posiALL items stored on tions: Full-time LPN.
lots 41, 111. 195 We offer competitive
Riviera Courts will" reign ancl an excellent
sold at a private 4414 benefit package. Must
May 10. 2007 at be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
8 00AM
person at Batthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
AMBASSADORS
CALLS PLEASE
WANTED:
Call today to Wombs
CAR wash attendant
how to get your Salim
needed full time Fri.,
Or Wedding pbotos free.
Sat., Sun. 8 hours
Lynn's Studio
daily Great supple753-1001
mental income for
retiree_ Mech. inclined
CALL ahead and pick a plus. Cell 227-5662
up at Sandra D's 94E
293-3816

1114%14 5144
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
NATIONAL firm seeks
independent ianitorial
company to sub wet
work (scrubs and
strips) for retail stores,
need insurance &
equipment call 800838-5200 x1740 Ask
for Buddy
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Bali league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own oak. Although
: persons and companies ritsniorted herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

FOUND Dog Cairn
Terrier. biondish-vehite
call
male. Please
Jonathan at (2701556°679

een
has
reer
kes

1.
by
one
terord
aik
NPI

A child needs youl
Become a foster parent up to S36/day
270-443WK UMFS
9004
AVON
Join now. only $10
Bonus $U available.
931-232-6192 or
877-420-6567 toll free.

V

Now hiring day &
night cooks day
servers & service
manager. Apply in person Mon.-Fri. 616 N.
12th Street, Murray
No phone
please.
DAY CARE
TEACHERS NEEDED
If you love working with
kids call 753-2777
Must be a high school
grad or have a GED
Can start immediately

WEilgs
Csiviak1
Now hiring
Day, Night &
Managers
Apply in person
at Wendy's

d,

When

on our classifieds
webPafie

murrayledga.coni.
you will be redirected
to riboetwork_com
By defame.
Murray amid local job
listings well appear co
that weheire.
However. as a aatioaal
*mbar. ool all listings
on the pboetwork.corn

placed through
the Murray Ledger
A Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray eel
job listings The& you
are

.40

,r11 -e• •

Employment

paid

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

•No claim filing on your part

Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Park Drive
Or email- jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
EEO

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

*Choice of doctors & hospitals
*All deductibles & co-insurance fully

— PREPLANNING —

2-0---;1-2 Ill

MVP Group

Immediate Full Time opening for phlebotomist in busy physician's office laboratory. Experience or Certification required.
Excellent benefits and compensation
package available. Applicants may apply
in pecson 0r send resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W,
Murray, KY 42071
or send resume via e-mail to
sarah@primarycaremedcenter.com.

Primary

Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice•Intenial Medway•Pethatracs

JANITORIAL/MAINTENANCE

Full Time position for janitonal/maintenance person for medical facility. Person
must be able to perform basic routine maintenance functions as well as daily light janitorial duties. Excellent benefits and compensation package available. Applicants
may apply in person or send resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W,
Murray, KY 42071
or send resume via e-mail to
sarah@primarycaremedcenter.com.

MEDICAL CENTER

JONATHAN CREEK
WATER DISTRICT
Has an opening for. licensed
water plant operator.
Salary based on experience
Send resumes to P() Box 414,
Benton, KY 42025
Or deliver at the office at 7564 US HWY 68E.
Resumes must be received by May 31. 2007.
Any questions, call Matthew York at

(270)354-8474

accessing the

-help wanted" section

for

Price Comparisons & Benefits
For Plans In Kentucky

services- Mayfield, KY or Career Discovery Center- Murray

Denny Proven, •Internal ,klettyvte•Pailatry

DISCLAIMER

I sod Food

ny-

at Department

POSITION AVAILABLE

R
r1SC

Supplemental & Dental Insurance

PHLEBOTOMIST POSITION
AVAILABLE

Larry Elkins
County Judge/Exec

Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!

Vacations

you may apply

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS

Pay according to experience plus Shift Differential Pay

If interested

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

room'MO
140541114767

to 7:30am) 4.3rd shift (3:00pm to 11:30pm).

Paid Holidays
Retirement

A public hearing

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

group

9

PUBLIC NOTICE

Lou V. McGary

i
-abgD g
1

Accepting applications

for

production

openings.
Apply at People Lease 1406E North 12th
St., Murray, KY. Next to Cain's Dodge.
Applications accepted Tuesday 10am to
1 lam or lpm to 2pm.
E.O.E.• NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
positions. possible immediate

HELP Wanted One
model for local =Weapons business. Parttime U needed. Must
have modeling meets
2277AM-3:30PM
9271. 4PM-IIPM 492e16e. Ask for Anthony.

IMMEDIATE OPENING floor covering
installer to work with
our Peril experience
preferred but ea train
Jos Smith Carpet
753-6080

270-753-1348
Prism
Insurance Services

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be Just the place
for you' Full time positions available
API* at.
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
The
ENGRAVER.
Trophy Case is looking
for a dependable, motivated self starter to
work with little supervision engraving plaques
and building trophies.
Position is part-time initially with potential fulltime for nght individual.
Must be computer proficient and enjoy working with your hands.
Apply in person at
1203 Chestnut, Murray
Monday -Friday
between 3-6PM. No
phone calls.
EXPERIENCED
painter wanted.
Minimum 3 years.
270-226-0505
GENERAL
Maintenance, Paint &
repair for apts. Send
resume to 108 N. 12th
St.
No phone calls
Spring
LAKELAND
Water now hiring for
full-time route salesperson. Please send
resume to P.O Box
1062. Murray, KY
42071.
LIFEGUARD applications now being
accepted at the
Murray-Calloway
County Park Office,
900 Payne Street.
Deadline. May 15.
2007. Office hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00AM-4:00PM.
Phone: 270-762-0325
LOCAL CDL driver with
clean record and some
mechanical experience
needed for delivering
equipconstruction
ment. Cali
270-527-9494
MEDICAL Office Nurse
RN/LPN or licensed
Assistant
Medical
Expenence with 'mactions and some business office experience
preferred Approx. 40
hours per week, no
nights or weekends
Apply in person with
resume. Call for appt
753-9595
NEEDED: someone to
clean apartrnents parttime. Must be neat,
dependable, and have
transportation.
own
for
767-9111
Call
appointment.
NOW accepting applications for all positions.
Apply in person Tom's
Gills 1501 12th Street
after 1:00prn

.

a-rir

J.H.

Churchill Funeral Home

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Ism,: K.ver Isaacs, CYurners

Patsy Erg

Finfairn:Praykel

Cornmercia
Disposal

am

All Types of Refuse Service

Appliance

226-9398
492-8191

Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279
NOW accepting applications for full time
Maintenance employee. Apply in person at
Gardens
Calloway
1505
Apartments.
Diuguid Dr.
NOW hiring Days Inn
evening/night auditor.
Apply in person only
517S. 12th St., Murray.
NOW hiring night positions at Breaktime
Billiards. Apply in per
son.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE wanted to loin
team in busy doctor's
office Send resume to
1040-X
Box
P0
Murray, KY 42071
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenence. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
knave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PART-TIME to possible full-time RN needed for medical office.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 630, Murray. KY
42071
RED Barn Gift Shoppe
94 West, is taking
applications for a parttime assistant, excellent customer skills &
retail experience a
must Apply Mon-Fri
10-5 No phone calls
pleas'.
SOMEONE to clean
apartments for property
management company.
Send resume to 106 N.
12th St Murray.
WANTED: driver with
minimum 3 year COI to
pull mobile homes.
Horne nightly. No a/Penland! necessary
270-753-9161 or
720-320-7183

41$

uctb e55 0.„"
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT
Paving -

•

TN Le 058393• KY Lic0C,E60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Year*

2 Live Crew Detai
Housecleaning Crew
270-227-3031
Bit I

Miripool

I BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks.
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment. ATVs.
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

if at el 's
%RI.' I
609 South 4th St.
Murray, KY
20% OFF tiorewide sale
now until May 15th

(2701753-7047

\S\

BIIIIS( II

\1\(r

Hanes & Offices
Free Estimates

EXPERIENCED
Call Janna Wyatt
(2701 331-3732
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
D's cleaning services
753-3802
NURSING Home
Alternative
duty
Private
will
nurse/caregiver
provide medical or nonmedical assistance in
your home. For more
call
information
(270)339-9693
SCHOOL'S almost out!
Have openings in my
home daycare any age.
rates.
Reasonable
Discounts for multiple
children. Call 270-7537031, 270-293-5212
WILL do housecleaning. 10 years experience. Reference available. Call 227-2007

Norman
MERLE
Cosemetic Studio for
sale in Mayfield Well
established with large
base
customer
Formalwear business
sold together or separate Priced to sell Call
270-247-6717 or
270-705-8346

MOM COMPUTERS
A« Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Lam/
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
United
BUYING
States coln collections. Paying blue
book value. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOLD & silver coins &
jewelry. 753-6793
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
PROPERTY wanted
30-40 acres, woods,
roiling, road frontage,
lake or lake site, nice
area with good home
site, close to Murray or
Benton (270)354-5226
150
Aredes
For Sake

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma, LCD. DLP. &
by
CRTs. Brands
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV - carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

07 Hot tub, brand new HOT tub/spa, never
in package, 6-7 person, used, lots of lets. digilots of lets, digital. tal. lights, 220 volts.
oscillator, water fall, retail $4,495, sacrifice
cover, retail $7,300, $1.695.
sell
$3,600. (cell) 931-278-0303
must
(573)300-1031
NEW pool table, never
BIG screen Zenith T V
used. 1"-slate, solid
with huge solid oak
wood, carved legs, felt,
entertainbuilt
custom
acc package, retails
ment cabinets with
54.500. selling for
adiustable drawers.
sell
$1,500, must
210-2910 753-2753
(573)686-2311
703-6120
SIDE-BY-SIDE refrigerprom
CINDERELLA
ator/freezer. 2 years
dresses 1 We 4 yel- old, like new.
low, 1 size 8 blue $150 1993 Astro van, exceleach 270-492-8614
lent running.
EMBER Hearth wood- Zap commercial parts
burning stove Model cleaner.
FS-30, freestanding
14x70 Fleetwood,
Available for $500, Lawn cutting & tree
onginally $1.153.20. trimming.
Has blower Call
489-2140, 978-1926
753-8279
ESTABLISHED beauty SUPERCROSS racing
salon business with 3 gear. Adult large, mod
stylist stations, one nail and child EX cinit protech station, and lots of tectors, size 32 pants.
open room for sale. For ig. EX shirts,. sig.* 11
more details cal 293- boots. Like new
435-4041
9623 or 293-9647

sr.

CLASSIFIEDS

48 •!Monday, May 7, 2001

e

ction

;58All

r- NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Thursday, May 10th, 2007 @ 6:00 PM
AUCTION LOCATION:2113 Net 12th Street Murray, Kentucky.
Location of Properties Salim 203 North 12th St,1403 Poplar St,1405 Poplar Street
1407 Pepiar St, Murray, KY. SIGNS POSTED!
CHICAGO, IL INVESTOR SAYS "SELL TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!!"

*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

inokseof
wissiouGE

lea

753.3853

MURRAY, KY PROPERTIES LOCATED
ON N. 12th ST. & POPLAR ST.

EXCELLENT INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY!

REAL ESTATE MO'S
Poplar Street - 5 Bedroom,2 Bath, Red
Now Brick Apartment Couples w/3 Units Each with
2 te 3 Bedreeins, Partially Finished
MEW Ihallik Incenee -11,435.00 Zonec P2
TRACT - L3I1 Acres"Ibid.*per kat 1 Neck from
Ilarray State Caws.This Tract Ma big Tract ad Nast
be Combined with Alielig hearts:. Zoned R-2.
TRACT T - 14113 Poplar Street - Red Brick, 3 BR,! Bath
bag how Wig Ross, NMI Food Back fwd.
hater kw Nome. Current Rest S625/Me. Zoned R-2.

TRACT 4. -1407 Poplar Street - Brick 2 kalreent,I Balk
Nome,/ice Living Area, Cabal Reit A
$450 Nest* RenL Zoned R-2.

•

lii

- 203 N.1201 Street- A Highly Desired Parcel with
& Carage, Lady a Busiest or a Grand Lot for New
Atmeakutties. Next Door to KfC.1-100'1165' Lot, Super
:bubo'ea the Njlnallad Nee 12th St./Hwy 641.
Zoned 13-4.1.1,2511.N Neatly Rent.
HELD AT 203 H. 12th _ST- MURRAY. KENTUCKY
REAL ISlint WILL SELL AT 6:00 PII REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BID ON THE TRACT COMBINATIONS THAT BESTITIS YOUR NEEDS!!!

AUCTION

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 154., Dow Day of S.Nance in 30 DIPW Byer WI to Reamed to Sol a LOW Based Pant Winer *A10%
Premun te MIME Frai Bad Pres & heeded in IheCorsaa Pres Properties criPcpsrare Cu-.-^“lenrixtUnti.nif2007

ittnnt
A Li....ichN ir, L.ii id F,1.i k•21 1i

_ATE
EIOTARTIO%

Yt,t,r Protesstamtal Auctioneers"

2088 St. Rt. 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270)747-3253•800-380-4318
Visit our Wetislte: www.harrisauctIons.coin

NI
Ti /0,402• TV

Co-Broker With Centur 21Realtors. Loretta Jobs 270-753-1492
150
Articles
For Saki
VACUUM cleaners
Kirby, Rainbow.
Electrolux. Late model.
Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield, KY
270-247-4704

FSBO 4BR 2.584.
garage.
detatched
bonus room, swimming
pool, 3 decks, fireplace large concrete
$89.900.270patio.
227-0750

LOT MODEL CLOSE
OUT11! Get them at discounted prices Offer
good until May 16
Kenmore Clayton Homes in
MOVING
washer, GE dryer. Camden. TN
condition. 731-584-4926
Excellent
$300 both 767-0949
NEW!! Sheet Rock
Homes available for as
LARGE
low as 569.999 Only at
SELECTION
Clayton Homes in
USED APPLIANCES
Camden, TN Call
WARD ELKINS
731-584-9109

1

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1 505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Inc and Two Bedroom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

1kelistoss
11111

ti/u) /53 1/13

MOTORCYCLE helmets. iackets. boots &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Goods.
Sporting
Maytekl. KY
270-247-4704
Nees For San I
OWNER
1 we,late model 38R
28A. $4000 down
2220
$495 month
Wrather Road Call
753-1011
-OWNER
Financing2 mole from Kentucky
Lake, 03 2BR 28A.
$3.000 down. $395
month 38 Wood Lake
Dr. CaN 753-1011

OWNER Finiux:ing
Doublewide 4br, 2
bath. 1 4 acres, $5,000
down, 5650/mo. 12440
St RI. 94E
753-1011

38R $275 00
753-6012
*Mk Horns LID For Rent
$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-6488

1 & 2 bdr ants No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 28r apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109

1BR apt University
Heights sub. aN appli1998 Clayton 16x90. ances. dean, no pets.
39R/2111& elactnc. front
(11/Polill $3268wo, 1
& back porch, 200 yew lease. 753-4937
an.$20,500
8-5M-F
270-293-7090
113R low ueNies, no
lease required, no
20734 Peyton 18x80.
pets. 12454no
vinyl siding..753-3049
root. 3BR. 2 bah, Ike
new 127014039-2525
1811 new USU. other

-93 hietwood- 3811 1
bath. novity remodeled.
(270)293-4096
Do YOU OWN LAND/
own a nano tor less
ihan you rent CAI us
loiday1 Payson Homes
▪ CansiNit
731-IMAM
SALE BY
'92 Mobile home
anti 3-lied, 2-00111. 2decks. asking $35900
Cal(2701227-0730

location available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9896
29R apartments ave.able Great location 1
year lease. I month
deposit no pets
753-2905
28R duplex. nice.
CA4& al1C9onom hier
niehed Various locations Coleman RE
753-99911
MA new USU. CA44.4.
appeases Colarnm
RE 733-9905

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

CLEAN. large 28R
Remodeled
duplex
tile floors, dishwasher.
wd no pets. $485
489-2741
MSU'
CLOSE TO
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely Covpicnic
area
ered
$285-mo unfurnished
$335 mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
CLOSE TO MSU Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances
lovely covered picnic
area $525/mo 7620991 559-1164
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1BR 1345
unfurnished, all appliances including washer and dryer 270-7595885 or 270-293-7085
LIKE new. 113R apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message
UVE Oek Apts.
Newry Rama:feted
113R $29000
28R $34000
38R $425 00
$100 depose special
for quarried applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Acts
We accept Section
vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO Si -800-648-0056

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
iBR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8666.
Houses For Rol
Newly
2BA
2BR
remodeled No pets
1504 Belmont $695
month plus deposit
270-293-4602
38R IBA, completely
remodeled with new
C/H/A No pets $750
month plus deposit
1626 Miller Ave
270-293-4602
270-293-3710
IBR. 1-1/2BA, C/Heat
301 N 5th Zoned for
up to 4 unrelated
renters $600 month
$600 deposit
753-1268
Hazel, 38R.CJH/A
1350 00 • lease &
deposit 492-8526
OLD Roy Stewart
house for rent 4BR
1BA close to campus. I
year lease. $700 1434
Hughes Si
436-50851761-4700

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
GB C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6286
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

2006 Melrose Drive
home
Exceptional
Estates
Campbell
Approximately 4,400
sq.ft under roof 48R,
PREMIER
3.5BA, 3 car garage.
MINISTORAGE
Come see for yourself.
control
climate
"Inside
759-3941 Of 293-4329
storage
21 Wells Purdom Dr ,
'Security alarmed
38R, 2BA, fenced back
'Sate & clean
yard, new appliances,
'We sell boxes'
flooring, paint, and cus•We rent U-Hauls
tom cabinetry! Great
753-9600
neighborhood! Call
767-1137
2BR 1BA, all appliCoir Perical Prop. For Rent
E
ances included & lawn
tractor. Asking
ENTIRE upstairs o
$53,000
401-A Maple St., down
town Murray. 4,000 270-348-2691
3/4 BR, 3 BA bock
sq.ft available if needed or can be divided. 2 home in SW area w/
1 25 acres, 2 shops w/
private offices, 2 rest$189,900
electric,
rooms, lots of counter
753-7335, 293-1449
space & cabinets and
large conference room. 336 State Un• Road
West, Hazel,
270-978-0698
1993 28x56 manufacOFFICE or retail space tured
on
home
available. Prime loca125'x200' lot 3BR.
tion. 753-2905.
28A, 2 car detatched
293-1480
garage, paved drive,
deck, 27' above ground
pool, fenced in backNs)Supplies
yard. $59,000.
270-492-8514
German
AKC
3BR 1 bath brick, totalShepherd puppies from
ly renovated, hardwood
Kennels
Hickman
floors, all new paint,
German
Excellent
new C/H/A. carport, all
import bloodlines for
1626
appliances.
working and protection
Miller, $93,900
731-352-2694,
270-293-4602
731-415-1846
3BR 1.5BA. 5 acres.
BOXER puppies for
barn, pasture, beautiful
sale. Fawn with black
property, old Hwy. 80
and white markins.
west. 270-437-4037
Born 3/15/07. $350.
after 5.
Days 227-1413,
3BR 284, sunroom,
nights 759-4149
laundry room, covered
patio, carport, fencedCFA Persian &
in backyard, $79,900.
Himalayan kittens, 1st
762-0991
shots & wormed
$300.00 (270)25138R, 1 Bath, detached
2802 (270)554-5748
garage. large trees, all
appliances, perfect
DOG Obedience
starter
home. 577..500.
436-2856
bY aPPTAIIPI1A Si
GERBILS. All colors, Michael 759-9812
hand raised. $10 each,
ININII
two for $15 Jean's
1)1.61 RI,1_11 I!
Gerbils and Habitats
%Our iou
270-293-1507.
in 7 dai.'
270-759-4763
%motor...do-An,'
w.mativermprtysiNvers.com
1271f9761-11(

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

5 yo.registered black
TWH gelding. $750
270-328-8099
REGISTERED Angus
Bulls Great pedigrees
& good looks Calm &
social Your choice
$1,100 436-2424
Estes
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is sublect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation
Of discrimination based
On race. color,
sex, or national origin,
or an Intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
,ipportundy basis
%%I BI

hut %I•

‘et.y Location.
%it% Condition
is N
rvali%epropvrs.i rim
tirls
270-761-111 I 1

2 lots near Panorama
Shores. 270-227-0471
LOTS for sale
Coldwater area
(27nlan4 c648

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
financing 489-21'A
leave message

FSBO. beautiful pn
Now renting
vete. 25-1/2 acre
horse farm wlextras.
Located al '20 S 4thSt.
West of Murray. move
271-436-54%
ii reedy.(270)4352711-293-6906 _4005.(270)293-9389

%Ns

00 Olds Silhouette
GLS. 129,500mi„ V6.
tilt/cruise, ABS,
power/sliding door
passenger side, dual
power seats, rear air,
tinted glass, luggage
rack, 54,900.
227-9092, 767-1877

KIRKSEY 4BR 2 bath
asking $69,999
293-3566

95 Ford king cab.
Rough but runs great.
New brakes, shocks,
and battery. $1,000
firm. 227-3930
95 Ford Ranger
116,w, extended cat
5-speed, cruise, tilt,
AC, new BF tires
great shape
Day 978-0745
Night 753-1114
88 Ford Ranger XLT.
Hit in right door. Call for
details cell 227-5662
I Nolan
02 Sea Ray 182
Mercruiser V6 190HP,
100
approximately
hours, depth finder,
fully equipped, skis,
ropes, bumpers, tubes,
safety, etc. $14,000.
293-4329

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
Or 227-0611
Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest pnces
mulch, other
services also
753-6294
227-8658 Cell
1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard
No odd lobs too
smallFree estimates
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HIRE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

BRISTER chuckwag
on 11HP. 2W0. like
new, 40 hours, $4,000.
753-9970
'96 GPZ 1100 Kawa,
less than 30K, $3.000
OBO (270)559-8346
Ually
94 Jeep Wrangler, 94K
mi , no off-road, black.
soft top. nice, 55.000
OBO. 759-5410,
227-2043

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

2006 Toyota Pnus
40.000 miles, 100.000
mile warranty.
Excellent condition.
$19,000.
270-348-2691
1998 Buick Century
Great condition, good
gas mileage, new tires,
151,000 miles, $3,750.
1990 Chevy Z71, 4x4,
SWB, steprocre,
mechanically good.
body needs work.
141,000 miles. $2,700
767-0234 after 5144
1997 Ultra Park
Avenue. V-6. super
gas mileage. Michelin
bres, heated seats,
moon-roof, black.
107.000 miles. 1 owner, reduced to
$5.000. Glen Starts
753-2753 or 210-2910
or 703-6120
1995 Toyota Corolla
138.000 miles, needs
some work, now tires
51.200 080.
270-293-3700
'91 &AO LeSabre.
$750. 270-227-3090

Call us we
glad to r • ,
--ay Ledger & tines

ASPHALT paving,
sealcoating, maintenance Mitchell
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BROWN CUSTOM
FENCING &
CONSTRUCTION

JOE'S JOBS
Small tu.usclisikl
repair &. yard ssork
Senior friendly.
753.4344• 227-5(44
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
'Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858

(2701 642-2800
1-87-.274-4117
CVSTOR BULLDOZING
0-6 H, 12 ft blade
clearing, fence rows
underbrushing, ponds.
waterways
19 yrs experience
'271-293-0371'
C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions, roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
-FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
tcrobertsonOwk.net
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting
Cleaning 270-9780569. 731-498-8904
Mike
&
CHASE
Metal
Stockwell's
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Replacement
Windows. 759-1085,
227-6238
CITRUS Lawn Care.
reliable
Scheduled,
property management.
trimming.
Mowing,
mulch, shrubs, tree
tnmming, gutter cleaning, hauling available,
Call Steve 767-9178
CONCRETE finishing
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500,
759-3229

I vok EstrRrRIsI1S
Moving Experts
I ocal/Long Oistances
Federal Licenses ek Insured
Free estimates
Localls insned,operated
Shrf•- 40(1- I \\IR 152621
NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring 'Decks
*Vinyl siding 'All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
help9
NEED
Handyman Services
All remodeling, inside &
out. Tile. electrical No
iCib too small Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511,
I Hancock@wk.net

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trimming, gutter cleaning,
spring cleaning. &
much more

SATrs

270-753-1916

tertops Exclusive

2000 Ford E-250 cargo
van. V-6, power' steering, power brakes,
radio, A/C, deluxe
wheel covers, 82,000
miles, $7,295.
Daytime: 753-4000,
Evening: 492-8731

5 PRIME

RENTAL INCOME - OUTSTANDING CONIANICIAL POTENTIAL, SELLING A 1.39 ACRE TRACT.
A REAL HIDDEN TREASURE JUST 1 NUM RIM MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS.
OirdistamOWNtaratkllbattiImes e *S45,120.00!
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293-4954
AFFORDABLE
CARPENTRY

PAYTON

LAWN CARE
lawn mowing, tertilitm
shrub trimming. light
4
1
ha,kilo.. work. tilling •/

270-430-5507
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Affordable price

761-4700
436-5085
-a

Repair/Restore
antique wood
furniture.
Free estimates.
753-6567
ROLLING ROCK
AG & TURF

MKS
I Ma %NIB(
II' ii il\,1141 I 1111\

mowing, bush hog,gm::,
arth & gravel work
rden pmp, tire woo

227-9043

S&M Construction
Roofing, fencing siding, painting, decks
11(11 I s1151 \II s
Free estimates, 23
29 5-114 15
years experience
Cleaning
DAVID'S
(270)839-0207.
Service. All external (270)887-9729
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
THE Murray Ledger &
etc (270)527-7176
limes considers its
Df4J HANDYMAN
sources reliable, but
We do all the odd lobs inaccuracies do occur
you don't have time
Readers using this
for.
information do so at
Painting, siding, roofs, their own risk. Although
decks
persons and compa293-5438
nies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
P\ l\ I IN(; Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
iccept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
• I • s _410_2 activities

W

EXPERIENCED lawn
mowing. 227-1755

Tractor Work
& Hauling
Driveways
*Bush bogging
•Gravet 'Dirt *Mulch
•Ect.

N110121)181 I
I RI I ts1 R\ It I

1479V36-34?1

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling. additions.
porches, decks. Sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobil* home repair
sagging floors, term.,
& water damps Lar'.
Nirnmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ALL Pro Lawn Cars
Mowing. Landscaping
& Pressure Washing.
978-5375 or 227-9424

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CAPE

26r1 • 2q3-6073

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

YARDS mowed
Painting inside and
outside. Experienced
Reasonable rates
270-753-5992

, MARRY'S
,-TREE SERVICE
!ilIRIERRII• MIMI(
Free Estimate/
DON YEARRY
(270)436-2562
(270)227-0267

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help

R
1i.

.,„11111 ‘l

A Hauling
10S1 IR \\ Is

2711-753-2279

':•

WANTED. yards in
to
mow
town
Ramona:4e rates Also
selling various used
Adinrypusli TOWS.
(270)386-4397

Burr/ lid9v
& Times
270-753-1916
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LookIngBack
10 years ago
Published are pictures of the
honor students in the 1997 senior classes of Calloway County
High School and Murray High
School who were honored at an
annual banquet sponsored by the
Kiwams Club of Murray.
Paschall Truck Lints, Inc., has
donated a $24,000 senu-truck to
the Diesel Technology Program at
the Purchase Training Center in
Mayfield, an official branch of West
Kentucky Tech.
Published is a picture of Sandy
Hicks refilling her bird feeder in
front of her house on Cherry Corner Road. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.

20 years ago
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State
University, has been named to a
second consecutive one-year term
on the Financial Aid Advisory Panel
for the Southern Region of The
College Board.
Published are pictures of members of the Calloway County Homemakers at the annual tasting luncheon held in the social hall of First
United Methodist Church, About
50 persons were served.
In high school baseball games,
Calloway Lakers won 6-4 over
Heath Pirates with Allan Bazzell
and Kevin Turner pitch-ers for the
Lakers: Murray Tigers won 10-7
over Mayfield Cardinals with Ed
Hendon pitcher for the Tigers.
In a high school softball game,
Calloway Lady Lakers won 1110 over Murray Lady Tigers.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of new
officers of Calloway County High
School Student Council elected in
an election, directed by Marvin
Harris. Calloway County Clerk,
with 571 freshmen, sophomores and
juniors casting ballots. New offi-

Girls avoid college pressure by
having'prom baby' instead

cers Are Randy McCallon, president; Danny Kingins, vice president; Rhonda Darnell, secretary;
Felecia Pinner, treasurer; Ricky
Garland, parliamentarian; LaDonn
Dowdy, reporter; lames Feltner,
sponsor. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Hill.
Murray Lodge N. 105 of Free
and Accepted Masons hosted a
dinner for widows of deceased
members on April 30 at Seven
Seas Restaurant.

dren's whereabouts on prom
night and let their teens spend
the night in a hotel or at
mixed-gender sleepovers.
I thought this sad trend might
be local to our area, but during a class reunion in California I learned the trend may
be nationwide. One of my oldest friends, "Dana," confided
during the reunion that she
had become a grandmother at
43 due to her daughter having a prom baby.
As prom night approaches,
please warn parents to talk
with their children about the
responsibilities of premarital
sex and the dangers of a prom
baby. -- WORRIED DAD IN
ALPHARETTA, GA.
DEAR WORRIED DAD:
Your letter was news to me.
That a girl headed for an Ivy
League college -- or any college, for that matter -- could
be so immature that she'd get
pregnant so she wouldn't have
to go, makes me wonder if
she was college material in
the first place.
In addition to advising parents to talk to their kids about
premarital sex, they should also
be reminded how important it
is that their daughters be able
to communicate honestly and
openly with them.
The individuals who should
be warned are the young men
who will be escorting those
young women on prom night.
One foolish mistake could lead
to a 20-year commitment to
support a child before they are
emotionally or financially ready
for that responsibility. And all
because their prom date was
afraid to tell her parents she
malty declared an end to the Vietwasn't ready for college? I'm
nam era. In Ho Chi Mirth City
appalled.

DEAR ABBY: Please help
me to warn your readers about
an alarming trend happening
in the teenage community: prom
babies. I first heard about it
while driving my teenage
daughter to a lacrosse meet
with several
of her girlfriends. One
girl in the
car, "Carrie," said she
hoped this
year
she
could have a
prom baby.
Dear Abby The girls
were
discussing two
By Abigail
former
Van Buren
classmates
from last year's lacrosse team
who had been unable to begin
college because they had both
become mothers at 17.
deliberately
had
Both
planned to get pregnant on prom
night -- hence the term, "prom
baby." Abby, both of the girls
were studious and hard-working with bright futures ahead
of them. One had been accepted to several Ivy League
schools. Needless to say, their
parents were devastated, and
many adjustments had to be
made for the new babies.
My daughter later told me
that several of her other friends
were considering trying to get
pregnant near prom time so
they, too, wouldn't have to
deal with the pressures of going
to college. Apparently, parents
are less strict about their chil-

40 years ago
Published is a picture of H.
Glenn Doran, president, and Ray
Brownfield, vice president, of Peoples Bank of Murray, standing
beside the television screen at the
bank's new TV Drive-In at the
corner of Main and Sixth Streets.
Also pictured are Jean Murdock
and Suzanne McDougal displaying the cartridges which are used
in the programmatic tube to carry
transactions from the Drive-In Bank
to the main bank across the street.
The photos were by Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
Dr. C.S. Lowry reviewed the
book, "How to Avoid Probate" by
Normal Ducey at a meeting of
the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

50 years ago
Murray City Council has elected Matt Sparkman as mayor pro
tem to serve in the absence of
Mayor George Hart.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Outland, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Reed Jr.
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Leneave,
Murray State College Sinfonietta, directed by David J. Gowans,
professor of music at MSC, will
present a concert tonight at 7 in
the recital hall of Doyle fine arts
center at MSC.

Todayinilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 7, the
127th day of 2007. There are 238
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 7, 1915. nearly 1,200
people died when a German torpedo sank the British liner Lusitania off the Irish coast.
On this date:
In 1789, the first inaugural ball
was held in New York in honor
of President and Mrs. George
Washington.

El A Et V Et I_ ;UP

In 1833, composer Johannes
Brahms was born in Hamburg,
Germany.
In 1941, Glenn Miller and His
Orchestra recorded "Chattanooga
Choo Choo" for RCA Victor.
In 1945, Germany signed an
unconditional surrender at Allied
headquarters in Rheims, France.
In 1954. the 55-day Battle of
Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended
with Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces.
In 1975, President Ford for-

— formerly Saigon — the Viet
Cong celebrated its takeover.
In 1977, Seattle Slew won the
Kentucky Derby, the first of his
Triple Crown victories.
In 1984, a $180 million outof-court settlement was announced
in the Agent Orange class-action
suit brought by Vietnam veterans
who charged they'd suffered injury
from exposure to the defoliant.
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Staph infection needs
immediate attention
needed a second opnuon from
a dermatologist. I agree.
If your sister were put off
and could not be examined for ;
weeks, the walk-in physician . •
should have picked up the phone
and exerted some pressure —
politely, of course — on the .
dermatologist. Your sister's rash
may or may not be an enter- • i
gency; however, were I in your
shoes, I would have insisted she
be seen ASAP.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my newly updated Health
Report "Medical Specialists."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Two and
a half years ago, my husband
had prostate-reduction surgery.
He has had heavy bleeding from
his kidneys, bladder, prostate or
some place that causes the water
in the toilet to look like crushed
strawberries. The urologist said
that because he is 83 years old,
there is no need for more treatment. What do you think? He
has no pain, itching or burning.
DEAR READER: I don't
agree with your husband's urologist. I am especially concerned that the source of your
husband's bleeding could be in
his intestines. I recommend that
your husband follow up with
his primary-care physician, who
can order appropriate testing and
make referrals to specialists as
indicated.
As I have written many times
before, bleeding from a body
orifice is rarely normal and
a general doctor.
Apparently, this was not effec- should be investigated.

DEAR DR. GOTT: In your
opinion, is there any skin condition that a dermatologist would
consider an emergency? When
my 55-year-old sister developed
a rash on her hand, she was
treated at a walk-in clinic. The
doctor called
it a staph
infection and
used antibiotic creams,
injections
and medicaThe
tion.
condition
spread and
Dr. Gott worsened.
After three
weeks, both
By
and
Dr. Peter Gott hands
forearms
were swollen, weeping and peeling. The doctor advised her to
see a dermatologist ASAP. She
attempted to make an appointment with three different skin
doctors, but the best they could
do is fit her in months from
now. She found one who will
see her in five weeks. By then,
I'm afraid the condition will
clear up or her arms will fall
off! She has no idea what
caused the condition in the first
place or how to prevent it from
recurring.
DEAR READER: I am concerned because the physician
diagnosed staph infection without performing wound cultures
to determine the cause of this
resistant infection.
Staph germs are common residents on human skin. As a consequence of minor trauma, they
can enter the skin and cause
unpleasant reactions that can be
diagnosed easily and treated by

tive in your sister's case.

DEAR ABBY: I have a 4year-old who tends to act up
from time to time. I have tried
"time-outs" and even soft
spanking and have taken his
privileges away. Nothing seems
to work. However, I have found
that smashing one of his small
toys with a hammer works
well. Do you see any danger
in this form of punishment? - YOUNG MOM IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR YOUNG MOM: I
certainly do. Smashing a child's
toy with a hammer carries the
same message that an abusive
husband delivers when he
smashes his fist through a wall.
It implies, "You're next!" If
you continue punishing your
child in this way, he could begin
modeling his behavior after
yours and destroy other people's property -- including yours
-- when he's angry.
Take the toy away if that's
the only way to get through
to your son. Tell him that it
will be given to a child who
has no toys to play with. But
do not destroy the toy in front
of your child.
•
•

••

•
•

Cootractiiridge
immediately apparent to Fry that the -.
slam depended on a heart finesse.
The problem was to make the slam
NORTH
even if the heart finesse failed. Arid
4K 7 3
so, with precisely that goal in rthrid,,
52
•Q9 54
he played the queen of diamonds
from dummy faster than you cast say-.
*1 7 5 4
Sam Fry!
EAST
WEST
'East played the king, and South
•J954
.1" 4 A tO 8- 62
the ace. Fry then led a club to the '
V 10 7 4
VK8
jack and took a losing heart finesse.
•K 10 8 6
•I 7 3 2
West, after congratulating himself on
*6
498 3
his sagacity in having chosen a diaSOUTH
lead, triumphantly played the mond
•Q
jack of diamonds, which Fry ruffed.
VAQ.11963
South now drew two more rounds '
•A
of trumps and ran his hearts, discard•A K Q 102
ing all three of dummy's spades. He
The bidding:
then ruffed the queen of spades with '
East
West
North
South
Pass
dummy's last trump to produce his
2•
Pass
2•
12th trick.
Pass
Pass
3 NT
2V
One must sympathize with West,
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
who could not imagine Fry's playing 64
dummy's queen of diamonds at trick
Opening lead
two of diamonds
one, holding the singleton ace. He
Sam Fry Jr. was South in this deal naturally thought Fry' had the A-x of
from the 1954 Summer Nationals diamonds. Furthermore, West had no .
4
way of knowing that East, rather than:
and got to six clubs on the bidding
South, had the ace of spades.
shown. The slam would ordinarily
Note that as the final touch in. his
have gone down one as the cards lie,
deception, Fry had carefully taken .with declarer losing a heart and a
the precaution of playing only one •;
spade, but Fry made it by executing
one of the neatest swindles ever seen. trump before anempting the heart a
West had a tough choke of open- finesse, denying East the opportunity :
ing leads and, after much soul- to give an illuminating signal in
searching, chose a diamond. It was spades.
Tomorrow: The timing factor.
C2007 K Nag Fesrurca Synduatc Inc
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
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Little change seen in livestock
sector despite high corn costs
By Laura Skillman
PRINCETON, Ky., - While
corn prices have increased dramatically within the past year,
making feed more costly, little change is expected in livestock production levels in the
coming months.
"The normal way markets
respond to a shortage is for
prices to increase, then the
increase in feeding costs reduces
profitability. This leads to a
reduction in supplies," said Lee
Meyer, livestock marketing specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture. "Prices go up and consumers pay a higher retail
price."
In this way, the impact of
increased input costs is shared.
Producers pay higher costs and
get lower revenues from their
sales. Consumers typically
lower their consumption and
pay higher retail prices for
what they do buy. However,
because of the complexity of
the markets, this process is not
always smooth and quick, he
said.
Today, the price of corn is
about $3.50 per bushel in cattle feeding areas compared to
$2.07 a year ago. due mainly
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